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INSIDE 
Students propose assault policy 
by Nicole Motley 
news editor 
A group of JMU students has proposed 
changes in the university sexual 
misconduct policy. 
After a year of extensive research, 
students in a sociology class suggested 
some changes in the wording of the policy 
and that a separate judicial council be 
formed to handle sexual assault cases. 
• This is the first in a series of articles 
on the proposed sexual assault policy. 
After one incident last semester, student 
interest in the university's sexual 
misconduct policy peaked. 
In that incident, a student was accused 
of the acquaintance rape of another 
student. Because the university judicial 
system does not have a separate charge for 
rape, the student was charged under the 
judicial policy of sexual misconduct. 
At the same time, some students 
enrolled in Sociology of Women were 
continuing their research on the existing 
sexual misconduct policy at JMU. They 
then drew up recommendations on how to 
revise and change the three-year-old 
policy. 
"We aren't here to threaten anyone or 
step on anyone's toes," said Kathryn 
Mangano, a senior human communication 
major who is actively trying to drum up 
support for the proposal. "What we are 
doing is a good thing. This change is a 
positive change." 
About 45 students have been involved 
in the project — from the initial research 
to actively gathering support for the 
proposal. The students gathered research 
from counseling centers, sexual assault 
coordinators at other schools, looked 
through old police logs, and also studied 
laws. 
Bonnie Barnish, a senior history major 
who helped with the research and writing 
of the proposal last semester, said, "We 
found things that bothered us about the 
existing policy at JMU." 
Michael Way, the university judicial 
coordinator, said, "Our policy is a blanket 
policy which prohibits any kind of 
inappropriate sexual behavior." 
Sexual misconduct is a judicial charge 
which includes behaviors from unwanted 
fondling to rape and penalties from 
probation to expulsion, he said. 
The current sexual misconduct charge 
was developed from advice from the 
attorney general's office and from other 
state university policies, Way said. 
The sociology students then came up 
with their own sexual assault policy based 
on their research and inadequacies they 
saw in the existing policy. 
Way said he felt there were three main 
objections the students had of the current 
sexual misconduct policy — the general 
wording of the current policy, the use of 
the word misconduct instead of assault 
and the fact that there is not a separate 
judicial council to hear sexual misconduct 
cases. 
According to the sexual misconduct 
policy in the 1993-94 Student Handbook, 
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Freshmen goals today highest in history 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
news editor 
A recent survey of freshmen nationwide 
illustrated trends highlighted by all-time 
highs in a number of categories, including 
the desire of students to pursue advanced 
degrees. 
Most notable was the fact that college 
women's aspirations have hit an all-time 
high. 
The survey, conducted by the Higher 
Education Research Institute at UCLA, 
found that for the first time in the history 
of the study, women are more inclined 
than men are to pursue advanced 
educational or professional degrees. 
More than 66 percent of the women 
who responded to the survey expressed 
interest in furthering their education 
beyond the undergraduate level, as 
compared to 63 percent of men who 
participated in the survey. 
William Korn, who worked in the 
compilation of the survey, said, "I think it 
reflects a general movement among 
college females not only to aspire to 
greater degrees, but that they are also 
attracted to fields that were previously 
non-traditional fields for women.'* 
David Merkowitz, spokesman for the 
American Council on Education, said in a 
Jan. 24 Washington Post article, "If you 
want a long-term indicator of major social 
change, this is one." 
The American Council on Education, 
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which represents 1,800 colleges and 
universities, sponsored the work at UCLA. 
Close to a quarter million freshmen 
responded to die survey at 427 colleges 
and universities, and the results show a 
dramatic increase by women over die past 
25 years. 
In 1967, three times more men than 
women were seeking a high-level degree 
CJ. GREBB 
(26.7 percent for men versus 8.5 percent 
for women). In this year's study, men fell 
slightly behind (27.3 percent for women 
versus 25.8 percent for men). A high-level 
degree specifically referred to medical, 
law and doctoral degree programs. 
An increased trend was also evident in 
overall freshmen aspirations. Sixty-five 
COALS page 2 
Restructuring 
shuffles some 
administrators 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
news editor 
Sections of the JMU administration 
will find new homes, in an effort to 
increase interaction in certain areas and 
decrease red tape in others. 
"It's « way of looking at what we 
have now, and finding not only the 
most efficient way to provide services, 
but more importantly, how to provide 
the best services available to the JMU 
community," said Fred Hilton, director 
of JMU media relations. 
Academic advising and the Office of 
Career Services will have an increased 
role of interactivity with one another. 
Academic advising had been part of 
academic affairs, and career services 
previously fell under student services 
prior. 
The two areas will be merged into 
one unit as part of academic affairs, 
and will report to Dr. Teresa Gonzalez, 
presently an associate vice president of 
student affairs. Gonzalez will be shifted 
by March 1 from student affairs to 
academic affairs to assume her duties. 
Hilton said that the merger is a 
logical one for the reasons that the two 
areas are very closely aligned, and that 
the merger would "better serve the 
student body" in advising and career 
placement. 
Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice president 
for academic affairs, said in a press 
release, This change will allow us to 
give closer attention to the important 
area of academic advising from the 
time the student enters JMU until the 
time when he or she graduates and is 
ready to enter the job market or pursue 
further educational opportunities." 
Dr. Robert Scott, vice president for 
student affairs, said, "This will provide 
additional opportunities in academic 
advising and facilitate new resources 
for students." 
Two of the areas that Gonzalez had 
been responsible for — the Counseling 
and Student Development Center and 
the JMU Health Center — will remain 
in student affairs. 
Senior Vice President Lin wood Rose 
outlined several committees directly 
related to restructuring efforts at the 
beginning Of the semester. The 
committees were formed to provide 
reports tot he University Restructuring 
Committee on current practices in 
several university areas and to provide 
suggestions for improvements. 
The Support Service Operations 
subcommittee, which will be headed by 
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continued from page 1 
"No student shall engage in or attempt to 
engage in any form of sexual misconduct. 
Sexual misconduct includes sexual assault 
or sexual intercourse without consent." 
Way said the State Council of Higher 
Education for Virginia wrote a new sexual 
misconduct policy last year which is more 
specific, detailing body parts and actions. 
Way said JMU may adopt this policy if 
the attorney general's office approves it. 
The state attorney general's office acts 
as JMU's lawyer and JMU must approve 
and adopt SCHEV's policy by April 20 for 
it to be included in die 1994-95 handbook. 
Way said. 
According to the sexual assault 
proposal, the students wrote: "We endorse 
SCHEV's recommended sexual assault 
policy of February 1993. However, we 
hold firm the conviction that the term 
'sexual assault' can replace the term 
'sexual misconduct...'" 
Laura McClintock, a senior sociology 
major who was active in the research and 
writing of the proposal, said, "Assault 
expresses the event of a rape better than 
misconduct. Overall, I think we definitely 
prefer the term 'assault'" 
Way said that if the attorney general's 
office says that "assault" is okay and 
won't restrict judicial charges in any way, 
then he has no problem with the term. 
The third objection Way said the 
proposal's authors have is that there is not 
an established judicial hearing council for 
only sexual misconduct cases. 
In the proposal, it is suggested that 
there be a separate Sexual Assault Judicial 
Council of 12 members which hears only 
cases that involve sexual assault. Those 
serving on the council would be trained in 
the area of sexual assault 
McClintock said that one of the most 
important points of the proposal is the 
change in judicial proceedings. 
Administrators 
continued from page 1 
Goals. 
Dr. Mark Warner, will look at 
increasing JMU's commitment to 
providing services for itself. Hilton said 
in instances when JMU cannot provide 
for itself, the subcommittee would look 
at the possibility of using private 
vendors to provide the services. 
Another subcommittee, headed by 
Scott, will look at the way services such 
as admissions, financial aid and 
students' records are provided to 
students. 
Rose also recently announced that 
several operations in administration and 
finance were shifting to student affairs. 
Dining services, public safety, the 
The judicial proceeding at JMU begins 
when a student is charged judicially with a 
university violation. The student then 
meets with Way, unless it is a minor 
violation and then the student meets with 
the student judicial coordinator. 
''Assault' expresses 
the event of rape better 
than 'misconduct.' 
Laura McClintock 
senior sociology major 
After hearing the case. Way hands 
down a sanction and the accused student 
and the accuser both have the option of 
not accepting the punishment. If it is 
appealed, the case is heard again by the 
judicial council. 
The proposal's advocates want to stop 
one-on-one meetings between Way and 
those students accused of sexual 
misconduct and replace it with the Sexual 
Assault Judicial Council. 
Way said he would strongly resist the 
creation of a separate board. 
"I think it would taint the hearings." 
Way said he feels if a separate council 
were established with jurors trained in 
sexual assault then the accused students 
would lose their right to a trial by a jury of 
their peers. 
For the proposal to be adopted, 
different people in the university will have 
to be involved. However, McClintock said 
she feels their biggest obstacle to getting 
the proposal implemented is the Judicial 
Control Board which must approve of the 
procedural changes involving the judicial 
system. 
bookstore, Mr. Chips and the campus card 
center have been transferred to student 
affairs. Those areas will report to Suzanne 
Straub, the. assistant vice president for 
administrative services. 
Straub will have her position and duties 
also transferred to student affairs. 
"The movement of what was called 
administrative services to student affairs is 
a very logical move, and it makes sense to 
have these operations connected" Straub 
said. "And as far as restructuring, you 
make an effort to do what is logical. 
Public safety will report to Dr. Al 
Menard, associate vice president for 
student affairs. The Office of Residence 
Life, which had previously reported 
directly to Scott, will report to Straub. 
continued from page 1 
percent of all first-year students plan to go 
on to graduate course work, as compared 
to 55 percent last year, and less than 50 
percent in the early 1970s. 
A record number of those freshmen 
who responded to the survey indicated that 
a significant factor in attending college 
was so that the jobs and opportunities that 
followed would be financially lucrative. 
Seventy-five percent said that a "very 
important" reason for going to college was 
to increase the opportunity to make more 
money after graduation. 
"These findings suggest that the 
students may be more interested in 
graduate degrees because they feel that 
advanced training will give them the 
competitive edge in their quest for jobs 
and financial security," Alexander Astin 
said. Astin, professor of higher education 
at the UCLA graduate school of education, 
directed the survey. 
Also, low tuition was a factor for 32 
percent of freshmen in their decision to 
attend a certain college or university. And 
the use of federal loans increased for the 
fourth consecutive year, to 39.4 percent. 
Trends in students' choice of majors 
also continued to follow established 
patterns from previous years. 
After reaching an all-time high in 1987 
of 27.3 percent, the decline of students 
interested in being a business major 
continued for the sixth straight year, 
dropping to 16.1 percent. 
But over the same span, those interested 
in the health majors has increased from 
7.2 percent in 1987 to 15.8 this year. 
To some degree, those two majors are 
interchangeable," Korn said. "Health 
careers are also very well-paying, and 
students are interested in that.-1 think 
business lost its luster, and based on 
economic circumstances, business was 
given a bad name." 
Students are also more willing to be 
identified and associated with the right or 
the left of the political spectrum, as 
opposed to previous years in which the 
classification "middle of the road" 
garnered the most support. 
'For the first time since 1972, less than 
half of the respondents (49.9 percent) 
claimed to middle of the road, 10 
percentage points down from the all-time 
high of 60 percent in 1980. 
The political right, with an increase of 
2.9 percent, picked up more student 
support than the left, and Korn said that 
the current political situation, in part, 
determines the outcomes of the survey. 
"In general, students are becoming 
considerably more aware of political life 
than they had been before," he said. "They 
are taking an increased role in politics 
right out of high school. The movement to 
the right of the spectrum can be seen as a 
reaction to the Democratic presidency." 
The survey was sent to almost 300,000 
students at 600 two and four-year colleges 
and universities. Upon receiving the 
responses, the results were statistically 
adjusted to reflect the national collegiate 
population of 1.7 million first-time 
entering freshmen. 
Stripped JOSH SE ELY 
Another bike owner suffers the agony of part stripping. This bike lost 
its appendages in front of Godwin Hal sometime this weekend. 
"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs which 
have been gained by reason and humanity over error and oppression." 
— James Madison 
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Electronic student loan payment introduced 
by Lee Bumgarner 
staff writer 
Thanks to a new repayment 
program, students will now have 
the option of repaying their 
student loans electronically. 
The Student Loan Marketing 
Association, or Sallie Mae, will 
soon give those who participate 
in the new program a quarter of 
one percent interest rate 
reduction. 
Sallie Mae, the nation's largest 
holder and servicer of student 
loans, can offer this reduction 
because loans that are repaid 
electronically are cheaper to 
administer. 
"We are constantly trying to 
come up with ways to make it 
easier for students to repay their 
loans," said Nancy Murphy, 
Sallie Mae's manager of 
corporate relations. 
Instead of making monthly 
student loan payments with a 
check,     Sallie     Mae     will 
electronically deduct the amount 
from students savings or 
checking accounts directly. 
Murphy said some of the 
benefits for students using the 
program would be the assurance 
that their bill is paid, the bill will 
be paid on time, and it would be 
more likely that the student 
would be eligible for Sallie 
Mae's Great Rewards benefit 
Great Rewards is a reduction 
of an additional two percentage 
points for a borrower who makes 
their first 48 scheduled payments 
on time. 
Sallie Mae was set up by 
Congress in 1972 so banks could 
loan college students money with 
the knowledge that the loans 
would eventually be bought by 
Sallie Mae. 
"We kind of keep the money 
flowing in the student loan 
world," Murphy said. 
John Sellers, JMU's director 
of financial aid, said he was 
unaware of this new program, 
We are... 
trying to come up 
with ways to make 
it easier for 
students to repay 
their loans.' 
Nancy Murphy 
corporate relations manager, 
Sallie Mae 
and it does not affect the 
financial aid office at JMU. Also, 
JMU is not involved in the 
process of students repaying 
loans after graduation, he said. 
"Once they graduate and leave 
here, then it's totally out of our 
hands, they're with the lender 
from there on," Sellers said. "We 
carry the student for four years, 
we also certify every year that the 
student is still in school for back 
loans. We handle and care for the 
student while they are here." 
Although the program for 
electronic payment started in 
November, the cut in loan 
interest rates will not begin until 
May 1. 
The program, now available 
only for Stafford Loans, will 
soon apply to Supplemental 
Loans for Students and PLUS 
loans, taken about by parents. 
Murphy said that about 20 
percent of students nationwide 
who have loans also have perfect 
payment records. 
And Sellers thinks that many 
JMU students would take 
advantage of the new electronic 
program. "If a student has a 
problem deducting the amount 
from their checking account 
every month, then they may have 
a problem with it," Sellers said. 
"But for those students who 
are organized and don't want to 
have to bother putting it in the 
mail and doing a coupon booklet, 
then I would say it is a great 
service," he said. 
Students, however, had mixed 
responses to the proposed Sallie 
Mae program. 
Junior James Howard might 
look into the program. "It sounds 
like a great idea. It would be a lot 
less hassle." 
Freshman Jennifer Cyphers 
said, "I might not have the money 
there when they want it," 
Junior Sandra Fowler said, "I 
think it is a good idea. It would 
be more effective. You wouldn't 
have to be conscious of it." 
Freshman Sara Prince said she 
is wary of the program. Prince 
said she felt the program would 
give computers even more 
control over her life. 
"I don't like the fact that 
something else controls my life. I 
don't want to have to worry 
about it being controlled by a 
computer system," she said. 
New campus group looks 
at discrimination, equality 
Women's Issues Network established as an 
outlet for discussion, education about rights 
by Paula Simpson 
contributing writer 
At a time when women's rights are 
receiving a lot of attention in politics and 
the media, organizations at JMU are also 
focusing on the issue. 
The Women's Issues Network, an 
independent non-political group, was 
formed this semester by JMU staff 
members to address discrimination against 
women and minorities. 
"We realize there are other groups on 
campus that deal with women's issues," 
said Sue Gier, WIN president and manager 
of JMU's Information Services. "We 
wanted an outlet that we could do it with 
that wasn't necessarily for faculty or 
students or staff. ... We wanted it to cut 
across all boundaries at JMU." 
Through discussion, WIN looks at the 
discrimination women and minorities face 
daily, professional and otherwise, said 
Gier, who developed the idea for WIN last 
semester. 
The group's primary goal is to educate 
people outside of the group on 
discrimination, without taking political 
stances that may alienate potential 
members, according to Gier. 
Jane Crockett, WIN vice president and 
JMU executive assistant for university 
relations, said, "We are a discussion 
group. Just like any other group, we have 
all sorts of people." 
WIN began with only a few members 
who organized the group. But now the 
organization has reached a membership of 
about 20 or 30 people at their first official 
meeting Jan. 14. There were three men 
present at the first meeting. 
"It shows people want to participate 
with us, and they know they can," 
Crockett said. 
Gier said she looked at other women's 
studies programs, women's centers and 
issues groups at schools like the 
University of Virginia to model what 
those institutions have implemented 
successfully. 
Future plans include being a 
communication path for groups on and off 
campus while still remaining a forum for 
discussion of minority and women's 
issues. 
Also, upcoming programs this semester 
will feature speakers from the Valley 
AIDS Network and the Virginia Mortgage 
and Exchange Co. 
WIN members would also like to form 
a communication link with all campus 
organizations so each group can learn 
more about each other. 
Gier said, "We'll have to see where our 
members' interests lie to see where we go 
in the future." 
Students, part-time and full-time faculty 
and staff, administrators, and men and 
women are invited to join WIN. Anyone 
interested should contact Kathy Schuler, 
who handles membership, at x3S97. 
Hang time 
MAGGIE WELTER 
Freshman Lany Duncan Jumps to dislodge the basketball from between 
the backboard and rim. The three players Anally got the ball down and 
continued play behind White Hall this past weekend. 
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Weekly Buffet Hours 
Mon-Fri 11:30 - 3:00       $4.50 
5:30 - 9:00 
5:30 - 10:00 
11:30-8:00 
Wed Night 
Fri & Sat 
Sunday 
1588 S. Main St. 
$6.95 
$9.95 
$6.95 
434 - 3003 
Introductory Special 
For All Old umA WIew Giriomers 
80 Minutes 
$19.50 
o 
8 
1 
Behind Wendy's South Main 
Time must be     A'lA    HCHC   Expires 2-28-94 
used by 12-31-94 H-JT'l/OvO     1 per customer 
HOURS 
7 AM - MIDNIGHT M-F 
9AM - MIDNIGHT S-S 
PHONE 
568-3922 
Entire Stock of MYLAR Balloons 
Regularly $z.95 - THIS WEEK ONLY $1 #99 
Also 
tBuy3-SWVE75t 
-Plut- 
VIDEO RENTALS BEGIN TOMORROW 
Special iSaCentine 'DeCi-very Senncet 
Sunday ^TeB. 13tfi dr 'Monday ^Fc6. 14tfi 
ORDER TODAY! 
for «tettartlau 
1994 Dr. Martin Luther King Celebration 
Monday, January 31st 
12:15 p.m. 
Unity March 
on the Quad by 
Music Building 
12:45 p.m. 
Speak-Out 
Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre 
Our Destinies Are Tied Together 
T* 
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NEWSFILE 
Federal agent says superiors 
were warned that Koresh knew 
of Waco raid beforehand 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas — Robert 
Rodriguez, the federal undercover agent 
who infiltrated the Branch Davidian 
compound, testified Friday that his 
superiors "were not saying what was 
truthful" when they announced they had 
no warning that David Koresh had been 
tipped off about their Feb. 28 raid. 
Rodriguez, 42, a special agent with the 
federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 
Firearms, said he telephoned the raid's 
tactical coordinator, Charles Sarabyn, as 
soon as he learned that Koresh was aware 
of the massive operation. It was less than 
an hour, Rodriguez testified, before 100 
ATF agents planned to enter the isolated 
compound near Waco to arrest Koresh and 
search for illegal weapons. 
"Chuck, they know, they know," 
Rodriguez said he told Sarabyn, urging 
him to call off the raid. But Sarabyn, wh 
was organizing the agents at a nearby civi 
center, merely asked what Koresh wa 
wearing and whether he was armed, 
Rodriguez said, and the raid was launched. 
Later, after four ATF agents and six 
Branch Davidians were killed in the 
bloody shootout that ensued, Rodriguez's 
superiors insisted at news conferences that 
they did not know they had lost the 
element of surprise. However, in a 
subsequent critical review of the raid by 
the Treasury Department, it was 
acknowledged that Sarabyn and the raid's 
overall commander, Phillip Chojnacki, 
had tried to make a scapegoat of 
Rodriguez by denying he had warned 
them. The two were suspended last fall 
until an inquiry is completed. 
The testimony by the undercover agent 
came in the third week of the murder trial 
of 11 Branch Davidians in connection 
with the deaths of the ATF agents. Koresh 
and more than 80 of his followers died 
April 19 when a fire swept through the 
compound after federal authorities moved 
in with tear gas and tanks to end a 51-day 
standoff with the cult. 
With their questioning, defense 
attorneys suggested Friday that ATF 
superiors' "misrepresentation" of 
Rodriguez hinted of a larger federal 
coverup of government mistakes and poor 
decisions in the Branch Davidian case. 
Rodriguez acknowledged that in the 
first days after the shootout, he knew that 
"the true story of what actually happened 
was not coming out," but he said he 
thought perhaps the ATF had a "strategy 
or reason" for denying his warning. A 
month later, however, he said he was so 
concerned about the ATF's depiction of 
his role in the raid that he hired an 
attorney. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post 
news service 
World News 
Federal agencies, departments may fire 
thousands without approval of 'buyouts' 
WASHINGTON   At least four federal-       nf anviptv  incirta  tho  iHmir;ci,ot;«. „„..,„,__„_. u„.._  Cll._  .» ■-»-.—»- I  —  
departments and agencies probably will 
have to lay off thousands of employees 
this year unless Congress approves 
"buyouts" to speed voluntary departures, 
according to administration officials.  - 
The Agriculture, Interior and 
Transportation departments and Office of 
Personnel Management are at the most 
risk for reductions in force (RJFs) — the 
government jargon for layoff — the 
officials said, primarily because of tight 
budgets this year. 
The administration still hopes to avoid 
such layoffs, but pressure to hold down 
payroll costs will continue into next year. 
The budget for fiscal 1995, due out Feb. 7, 
will require at least three more agencies to 
reduce personnel levels, said Christopher 
Edley, associate director of the Office of 
Management and Budget. 
Edley did not identify the seven 
departments and agencies at risk, but he 
said, "If we don't get buyout legislation, 
RIFs are likely." 
The prospect of RIFs has set off waves 
of anxiety inside the ad inistration. 
Officials said layoffs would undercut 
initiatives to reshape or streamline the 
bureaucracy, deplete the ranks of 
minorities, women and younger workers 
in the civil service and hurt morale. 
The administration had counted on 
being able to offer buyouts of up to 
$25,000 in fiscal 1994 (which ends Sept. 
30) as incentive to get workers to resign 
voluntarily or take early retirement. But 
the legislation suited last year when the 
Congressional Budget Office estimated it 
would cost $519 million during the next 
five years, primarily because of increased 
costs to the federal pension system. 
During the presidential campaign, 
Clinton pledged to cut the federal work 
force by 100,000 employees by the end of 
fiscal 1995. Clinton said it would be 
accomplished through attrition or 
voluntary departures. The work force 
reduction goal was increased by 152,000 
after Vice President Gore completed a six- 
month review of the government. 
But attrition rates throughout the 
government have fallen to historic lows, 
partly because of the recent economic 
slump. Federal employees appear fearful 
of taking their chances in the private 
sector when a number of major 
corporations are laying off workers. 
Administration officials contend that 
buyouts would be cheaper than layoffs and 
would give agencies a way to thin layers 
of middle management and pare back 
personnel, procurement and budget 
support staff throughout the government. 
One analysis by a senior administration 
official showed that laying off a 52-year- 
old employee in the higher grades could 
cost as much as $81,419 in severance pay 
and unemployment compensation. 
That is far less than the $25,000 that the 
separation incentive would cost, the 
official said. The government estimated 
last year that 60,000 to 100,000 employees 
might opt for a buyout, which officials 
said would save the government millions 
of dollars in salaries over the long term. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post 
news service 
CHRIS CAMERA 
Croatia sends army into Bosnia to help thwart attack 
POSUSJE, Bosnia — Croatian President 
Franjo Tudjman has sent several thousand 
Croatian army regulars into Bosnia to help 
Bosnian Croat forces counter an expected 
offensive by the Muslim-led Bosnian 
army, according to Croatian, U.N. and 
diplomatic sources. 
A senior officer of the U.N. Protection 
Force in Zagreb said Croatia is now far 
more openly involved in the three-sided 
Bosnian war than neighboring Serbia, 
which from the other side of Bosnia has 
backed the Bosnian Serbs as they captured 
70 percent of Bosnia over the last 21 
months from the Muslim-dominated 
government in Sarajevo. 
Although there have been previous 
reports of Croatian army regulars fighting 
in Bosnia, United Nations confirmation of 
the army's direct involvement raises the 
question now of whether the U.N. Security 
Council will impose sanctions on Croatia. 
The U.S. ambassador to the United 
Nations, Madeleine Albright, warned Jan. 
5 during a visit to Zagreb, the Croatian 
capital, that Tudjman's government risked 
such sanctions if it stepped up 
involvement in the Bosnian war. 
The council decreed a series of 
devastating economic and financial 
sanctions against Serbian-dominated 
Yugoslavia in 1992-93 because of similar 
military support for Bosnian Serb forces 
from the Serb-run regular Yugoslav army. 
The U.N. officer said, however, that the 
United Nations peacekeeping force has no 
evidence so far to confirm reports this 
week from Belgrade that regular Yugoslav 
army units, plus hundreds of Serbian 
"volunteers," have recently gone again 
into Bosnia in an effort to help Bosnian 
Serb forces. 
Prime Minister Haris Silajdzic of the 
Muslim-led Bosnian government called 
for an emergency session of the Security 
Council "to condemn this . . . open 
military intervention by the republic of 
Croatia" and take measures to stop it, 
Reuter reported from Sarajevo. 
Silajdzic reported the number of 
Croatian army regulars at 12,000 and said 
they were fighting alongside the Bosnian 
Croat militia near the central Bosnian 
towns of Prozor, Gornji Vakuf and 
Jablanica. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post 
news service 
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Nothing Else Comes Close! 
OOO 
COME TO OU 
OPEN HOUSE 
FEB. 5TH 
11 A.M.-4RM. 
d tVttv£ 
Ask about how you can WIN a free 
ski package when signing a lease. 
(Sponsored by 
— 
Call Now - 434-5150 
715 Port Republic Rd. 
Mon. - Fri. • 10am - 5pm 
Need We Say More? 
"NOW leasing for the 94/95 school year" 
featuring: 
• 4 Bedroom Townhouses 
• 2,4, 5 Bedroom Condominiums 
• Competitively Priced Units 
• Sand Volleyball and Basketball Courts 
• Washer/Dryer in each unit 
• Private Decks or Patios 
• On-Site Property Management 
• Completely Equipped Kitchen including: 
Microwave, Dishwasher, Refrigerator 
with Ice Maker, and Range 
ThePrudential (^ 
Funkhouser & Associates 
REALTORS* 
Property Management Division 
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Martin Luther King Jr. Day unity march, 
speak out rescheduled for today 
A unity march and a speak out at JMU to honor the 
memory of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. have been 
rescheduled for today. 
Hie march will begin at 12:30 p.m. near the Music 
Building and will proceed through campus to Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre for the speak out. Speakers will express 
their opinions about King and the civil rights movement 
during the event. Both events are open to the public. 
Campus representatives are working with Maya 
Angelou's agents to arrange a new date for the poet to 
speak at JMU. Events originally planned for the King 
birthday observance on Jan. 17 were postponed due to 
weather conditions. 
Campus News 
— 
Piii sf nnm 
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NEWSFILE 
Center for Service-Learning seeks tutors 
for Harrisonburg City Schools 
The Center for Service-Learning is seeking JMU 
students with tutoring skills, especially in algebra, 
Spanish, French and advanced sciences, to volunteer their 
time for two to three hours a week to work with high 
school students who may be at risk of dropping out 
This service is coordinated by CS-L through the 
Harrisonburg City Schools Drop-Out Prevention Program. 
If interested, call Katie at x6366 or come by her office in 
Taylor Hall, rm. 205 between 3:30 - 5 pjn., Mondays and 
Wednesdays, or after 1 p.m. on Fridays. 
JMU AAUP chapter holding faculty forum 
The JMU chapter of the American Association of 
University Professors is holding a faculty forum that will 
include a presentation of governance models at other 
Virginia universities and the Judith Blankenburg 
Memorial Address, "Tenure: The Heart and Soul of the 
University." 
Robert O'Neil, professor of law at the University of 
Virginia, AAUP general counsel, and former president at 
the University of Wisconsin and UVa, will present the 
lecture on Tuesday at 4 p.m. in Taylor Hall, rm. 306. All 
are welcome. 
Tickets to NBA games to be raffled off 
during JMU, W&M basketball game 
Raffle tickets benefiting Kidsburg, Williamsburg's 
community-built playground, will be sold for $5 each or 
two for $8 during the basketball game between JMU and 
William & Mary on Feb. 7. Winners will receive two 
tickets to the Hornets-Cavaliers game in Charlotte, N.C., 
on Feb. 20 or to the Bulls-Hornets game in Chicago on 
Feb. 21, with air travel provided by US Air and 
accommodations provided by Marriott Hotels. Winners 
need not be present to win. 
For more information, call Geri Smith-Benjamin at 
(804) 565-4452. 
Diabetic Support Group to be held at RMH 
The Diabetic Support Group will meet on Feb. 8 from 
7 - 8:30 p.m. at the Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
Outpatient Center in Conference Room G-l on the fourth 
floor. 
Sexual assault hotline now in operation 
The student sexual assault hotline, CARE, Campus 
Assault REsponse, will be operational every Friday 
beginning at noon until Monday at noon. The hotline 
number is x6411. 
POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the blowing: 
Destruction of Public Property 
• Unidentified individuals reportedly broke a room door in Eagle 
Had between 7:05 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. Jan. 27. 
Police suspect the door was broken when force was applied 
from the corridor. 
Grand Larceny Arrest 
• Student Christopher S. O'Connel. 20, of Burke, was arrested 
and charged with grand larceny and possession of explosives Jan. 
27. 
O'ConneM's arrest reportedly stemmed from an incident at 1:06 
p.m. Dec. 17, in which a case of active blasting caps allegedly was 
stolen from A-tot. 
The alleged suspects reportedly attempted to lee in a vehicle, 
but were stopped by a construction company employee. 
Petty Larceny 
• A Virginia personalized kcense plate, "SUCKCHX,' was reported 
stolen from a vehicle in Z-kx between 2 a.m. Jan. 22 and 3 p.m. 
Jan. 24. 
• Several Hems of clothing were reported stolen from a dryer in 
the laundry room of Huffman Hall between 4 p.m. Jan. 24 and 1130 
am. Jan. 25. 
The items included: one pair of size five Levi brand jeans, one 
pair of size four Gap brand jeans, one SCORE brand T-shirt, one 
turtle neck shirt, one pair of gray sweatpants, one burgundy bath 
towel and other assorted items. 
Falsification off Official Information 
• A student was charged judicially with falsification of official 
information Jan. 21. 
The incident was discovered alter the student reportedly lost 
his/her JAC card. It was later found in D-Hall and authorities 
discovered thai the date of birth on the JAC card had been altered. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Jan. 11: 3 
• "Mishima: A Life in Four Chapters," Moody Hall, 
BlackweU Auditorium, 4 p.m. 
• Informal restructuring meetings for faculty and 
staff, Warren Hall, Highlands Room, 12:30 p.m. and 
4-5 p.m. 
• Wesley Foundation discussion on the book, "Life of 
the Beloved: Spiritual Living in an Secular World," 
Warren Hall, Massanutten Room, 4:30 p.m. 
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,5 - 6:30 p.m. 
• Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders support 
group meeting, Emmanuel Episcopal Church, 7 p.m. 
• Animal Rights Coalition meeting. Moody Hall, rm. 
101,7:30 p.m. 
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 
8 p.m. 
• Equal meeting. Warren Hall, Piedmont Room, 
4:30 p.m. 
• Society for Human Resource Management 
meeting, Zane Showker Hall, rm. 101,5 p.m. New 
members welcome. 
• IABC/JMU general membership meeting, 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, rm. 12,5 p.m. Everyone is 
welcome. For details, call Lisa at x4389. 
• Madison Outing Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 
402,6:30 p.m. 
• Psych Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m. 
• Alpha Epsilon Delta, premedical fraternity, 
meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44,7 p.m. 
• First Right meeting. Warren Hall, Tidewater 
Room, 8 p.m. . 
Wednesday Thursday 
• Bible study, 'The Greatest Teachings of Christ," 
Wesley Foundation, 11 a.m. Everyone welcome. 
• Presentation on restructuring by Jeff Noble and 
Robert Holmes, Zane Showker Hall, rm. 10S, 
5:30 p.m. There will be a short video and 
question/answer period following the presentation. 
• Harmony meeting. Moody Hall, rm. 205, 
7-9:30 p.m. 
• Sociology Club meeting, Keezell Hall, rm. 101, 
7 p.m. 
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship large group 
meeting, Warren Hall, Highlands Room, 7 p.m. 
• Baptist Student Union fellowship, BSU Center on 
Main Street, 5:30 p.m. 
• CISAT seminar, "Correlative Microscopy: 
Applications in the Life Science," Moody Hall, 
Classroom of the 21st Century, 7 - 8:30 p.m. Led by 
Barbara Gabriel. 
• Planetarium program. Miller Hall, John C. Wells 
Planetarium, 7 and 9 p.m. Focus on seasonal night 
sky. Admission is free. 
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•fARTY IN THE SNOW! 
$209 
ST. OftFOm, CANADA 
UUST ACROSS THE VERMONT BORDER) 
StoiuOfitiKludt: NOISON 
5   DAy LIFT TICKET 
• 40 SLOPES. 3 MOUNTAIN 
FOR ALL LEVELS 
• 1800 FOOT VERTICAL DROP 
5  MOHTS LODGING. 
LUXURYCONDO 
• FULLY EQUIPPED KITCHEN, 
FIREPLACE ETC. 
5RASI 
PARTIES, RACES t 
ACTIVITIES. 
• NOTE: THE LEGAL AGE TO 
CONSUME ALCOHOL IS 18. 
SPRINGBREAK 94 
GET 
UAUFIED m 
Unlicensed riders account for 
80% of the fatalities in some states. 
So get your motorcycle operator 
license today. And prove r~2~7 
that you can ride safely. \jf/ 
MTMCYCU mm MMHWV 
[FREE MICROWflVq 
1-800-999-SKI-9 
s 
Mental illness 
has warning signs, too. 
For a free booklet 
about mental Illness, call: 
1-800-969-NMHA 
Leam to see the warning signs. 
National Mental Health AseodaUon fi 
For signing a 
year's lease at 
Squire Hill 
Just mention this ad & bring JMU ED. 
f Also 9 & 12 Month leases Available* > 
1, 2, Cr 3 Bedrooms 
•Townhouscs or Gardens 
•Fool *> Tennis Court 
•Wall-to-Wall Carpet 
•Small Pets Welcome* 
•Fall Slxe Washer Cf Dryer 
•Folly Equipped Kitchen 
•City Bus Service to JMU 
•Furnished Apartments 
•24-Hour Maintenance 
•On - Site Manage 
434 
Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30 
Sat. 10-5 
Sun. 1-5 
2220 
Clubhouse, Devon Lane. 
East on Port Republic 
Road from JMU Campus. 
Some restrictions apply 
Sweet Honey In 
lite 
<\ 
eridl Killers! 
Robert Ressler 
The true life FBI agent 
and hero of 
"Silence of the Lambs," 
Presents: 
"Whoever Fights 
Monsters: Investigating 
Sexual Homicides and 
Serial Killers" 
UPB 1V1 
Wide Sargosso 
Got 
9 
Experience the inspirational sounds of 
a capeBa gospel, folk, blues, and jazz. 
F&riiwy15,1994 
8 pm (AafionrSM^^eam 
Tickets are available at the Warren Hall 
Box Office (x7960). Ticket prices are 
SI3 w/JMULO, $15 w/out, and 
$15 the day of the show. 
Co-sponsored by International Impressions 
February 211 
8 P.M. 
Wilson Hall 
Demo 
Ginger & Fred 
All movies are at 7 & 9*30 p.m. 
otherwise indicated. 
Are you interested in gaining leadership 
skills in JMU's largest student 
organization? UPB is accepting 
applications for 
Executive Council 
Chairperson. 
Applicant does not have to be a member 
of UPB.  Leadership experience is 
helpful. Applications are available at the 
UPB office in Taylor Hall room 231 next 
to the post office.  Applications are due 
February 9th at 5 p.m. 
The New 
Tickets are available at the Warren Hall 
Box Office (x7960), beginning Monday, 
February 14. Tickets are $2 w/l.D., $3 
w/out, and $3 the day of the show. 
Join The Crew 
¥* 
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Focus 
Healthy eating helps students avoid the freshman 15 
by Sharon LaRowe 
contributing writer 
Learn to do your own laundry without 
shrinking your underwear. Study hard. 
Party hard. And by all means, avoid the 
dreaded "freshman 15." 
The proverbial threat of gaining 15 
extra pounds the first year or any year in 
college carries a lot of weight for many 
students. New Year's resolutions aside, 
many still carry the extra pounds through 
the spring months and on into their 
upperclassman years. 
The way to avoid the freshman 15 is to 
lead a healthier lifestyle, which includes 
nutrition, education and exercise. 
The pitfalls of collegiate nutrition 
Margaret Kostel, nutrition educator at 
Blue Ridge Women's Health Center, gives 
several reasons for the drastic weight gain 
in students during the first year of college. 
"One reason is that the average student 
is growing during adolescence," she said. 
"You get used to eating." 
Campus nutritionist Michele Cavoto 
also blames the winter weather for the 
lower number of students concerned about 
their weight. 
"When people start wearing shorts and 
T-shirts again, they start thinking about 
how their body looks more than when they 
are wearing three layers of sweaters and 
boots," Cavoto said. 
Junior Lori Kells believes in the 
freshman 15 devil; she gained 12 pounds 
her first year at JMU. Living in Hillside 
Hall that year, she found herself eating 
burgers and fries at P.C. Dukes all the 
time. 
Another reason Kells gives for her 
weight gain freshman year: "Cause you're 
such dorks. You do everything in big 
groups, and a lot of that is eating." 
David Muniz and his friends across the 
hall in Gifford order pizza and breadsticks 
about two or three times a week, "because 
I am very hungry when I don't eat 
breakfast," he said. 
He estimates that he spends about $ 14 a 
week on food deliveries. 
"I don't want to drag myself out of bed 
an hour early to eat breakfast. There's no 
point in it." 
Cavoto encourages everyone she 
counsels to eat breakfast. 
"Calories eaten early in the day are 
handled more efficiently by your body 
than calories eaten at night, because your 
body is gearing up." 
According to Kostel, college students 
tend to study more and work out less than 
they did in high school. 
She adds, "beer is a factor." Alcohol is 
high in calories. It is also in high demand 
and easily accessible on campus. 
Kells worked out at the Wellness 
Center last year, but this semester, she 
said, "I'm just too lazy. 
"I have 21 [credit] hours and it's too 
cold to go get sweaty and come back," 
said the sociology/special education 
major. 
Cavoto works with about a dozen 
students every week. But this number is 
much lower than in past years. 
"I'd like to think there are a lot more 
MAGGIE WELTER 
Freshman Susanne Dobrick makes a healthy choice by reaching for cauliflower 
yesterday during brunch at D hall. 
resources available on campus — the 
Wellness Center, Health Center, peer 
education, nutrition classes [and] 
exercise." 
Students trim the fat from their 
lifestyles 
Junior speech pathology major Allison 
Miller took action to get herself back in 
shape when she noticed the first-year 
•pounds adding up. 
Registered dietitian Cavoto asked her to 
keep a record of everything she ate, the 
time she ate it, when she was having a 
meal or a snack and what her mood was at 
the time. From that data, Cavoto was able 
to determine what Miller was lacking in 
her diet. 
"My problem was that I was not 
picking the right foods," MiHer said. 
What she and many other students may 
think is healthy eating can be deceiving. 
"I don't think people realize what 
they're eating a lot of times," said junior 
math major Dan Sheil. "They are eating a 
lot of things that are supposedly healthy 
but are loaded with fat." 
NUTRITION page 11 
Exercise plays an important part in maintaining a responsible lifestyle 
by Dan Wright 
contributing writer 
JOSH SEELY 
Students like Alexis Scott can use the wellness center to 
establish a personal workout routine. 
Complete wellness includes 
more than physical health. 
According to Julie Wallace, 
director of the Godwin Wellness 
Center, a healthy lifestyle does 
more than keep a person from 
illness. 
Reducing stress, becoming 
more productive, resting better 
and getting in touch with the 
spiritual plane are also part of the 
wellness lifestyle, Wallace said. 
She said wellness involves every 
aspect of a person's life, "not just 
his or her exercise, nutritional 
habits and general health." 
There are six components that 
make up the wellness model. The 
letters in the acronym SPICES 
represent each component: social, 
physical, intellectual, career, 
emotional and spiritual. Each one 
serves to influence the others, 
says Wallace. 
In a November 1993 survey, 
62 percent of JMU students who 
do not exercise said, "I don't 
have the time." 
The SPICES of life can be 
more fully utilized with a two- 
hour investment in exercise per 
week. According to Wallace, 
regular exercise can take as little 
as 20 to 30 minutes, three times a 
week. Once a comfortable 
exercise routine is established, 
exercise can become a natural 
part of life, she said. 
The National Heart, Lung and 
Blood Institute reported that 
"regular exercise helps you resist 
fatigue and stress, and as your 
bodies get more in shape, you 
feel exercising gives you even 
more energy than before." 
Most exercise activities do not 
require any special athletic 
abilities. Many people who found 
school sports too difficult 
discover that exercise activities 
are easy and enjoyable. 
The Physician and 
Sportsmedicine magazine 
reported that exercise such as 
walking and light sports activities 
pay big health dividends. 
They are also comfortable and 
fun, which means people will 
stay with them longer. 
According to The Physician 
and Sports Medicine magazine, 
exercise is also proven effective 
against an array of diseases and 
ailments. 
New research indicates that 
exercise can even tone the brain. 
The ability to think and reason 
gets a boost from exercise, 
according      to      Prevention 
magazine. 
The World Health 
Organization defines health as "a 
state of complete physical, 
mental and social well-being, not 
merely the absence of disease." 
Ninety percent of all health 
problems can be prevented by the 
wellness lifestyle, according to 
the organization. 
Health magazine noted that it 
is the basics like exercise that 
count if one wants a strong and 
healthy body throughout the 
lifespan. 
In Healthy People 2000, the 
U.S. Public Health Service cited 
new data stating that "even low- 
to-moderate levels of activity can 
confer substantial health 
benefits." 
Wallace added, '"No pain, no 
gain' is an outmoded idea. 
Wellness is an ongoing process, a 
habit." 
"As you go through life and 
grow and develop, you will 
achieve different levels of 
wellness. The key to high-level 
wellness is enjoyment and a 
balance of the SPICES of life." 
Prevention magazine reported 
in December 1992 that reaction 
time and mental capacity 
normally decline with advancing 
EXERCISE page 11 
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Chrysalis 
Final   Deadline:   Monday, 
February    14th 
JMU's   student  Literary  and  Art 
magazine   is   accepting   submissions   for 
the   Spring   1994  edition. 
Art 
Please submit all artwork to the Art School office in 
Duke  M204 during  office hours. 
—Must be no smaller than 2  square inches. 
—Must be able to remove from cover. 
—Leave name and phone number to ensure 
return of work. 
—Contact Art Editor Alice Donohoe at X4264 
for more information. 
Literature 
Send literature submissions to Chrysalis, P.O. Box 
7076. 
—Poetry 
—Fiction (double space, no length limit) 
—Essays (double space, no length limit) 
-Short  Plays 
-Contact Literary Editor Ed Gray at 434-7060 
for more information. 
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Nutrition  
continued from page 9 
Last semester, Sheil enrolled in 
Nutrition 280 as an elective. He said the 
knowledge be gained from the class makes 
eating well practical. 
In the class, he learned about foods that 
seem nutritious but are actually not. 
Sheil gave an example of a food that 
might be deceptive. "Peanuts are loaded 
with fat. Fifty percent of the calories are 
from fat." 
Nutritionists give advice on healthier 
eating 
Nutritionists advise students to pay 
attention to what they eat and drink but 
not to deprive themselves of favorite 
foods. 
Nutrition instructor Patricia Brevard 
said that liquid intake is an important part 
of a healthy diet. 
She encourages students to drink only 
two to three glasses of milk and eight to 
10 glasses of water a day. 
"It helps to take the edge off," she said. 
"It's also good for you." 
Brevard said that in cold weather, a 
person can dehydrate almost as easily as in 
the warm summer months, because when a 
person exhales, breath is coming out in the 
form of steam. 
It is knowledge like this that helped 
Miller with her own eating habits. 
Two years later, Miller is slender and 
healthy. 
"In a way it was really good, it helped 
me know about foods," she said. 
But on the downside, "I was too aware 
of what I was eating. I would be planning 
out what I would be eating for dinner the 
next day. 
"Since then," Miller said, "I eat 
whatever I want. I'm not going to go 
around and think about how many fat 
grams are in everything I eat. That's just 
not healthy. 
"I eat sensibly. But I'm going to be 
consumed by that. I think that's a problem 
for a lot of females." 
But staying away from favorite foods is 
not the answer to eating healthier, 
according to Cavoto. 
"Everything is okay in moderation," she 
said. "Everything." 
Kostel and Cavoto agree that eating 
smarter is the best way to start to become 
healthier. 
The nutritionists suggest: 
• Switch from whole milk to low-fat or 
skim milk. 
• Drink small glasses of juice instead of 
large ones — they have more calories than 
one might expect. 
• Spread jelly on a bagel or toast instead 
of high-fat cream cheese or butter. 
• Try salsa on baked potatoes. 
• Take the stairs rather than the elevator. 
• Eat breakfast instead of having a snack 
in between classes — it will start the 
metabolic process sooner. 
• Snack on pretzels instead of potato 
chips. 
• Look for light, low-sodium popcorn in 
the microwave section. 
• It takes a long time to chew on a carrot. 
It takes a lot less time to down a bag of 
M&M's. 
• Stuff sandwiches in pita pockets instead 
of bread. 
• Use mustard instead of mayonnaise: 10 
calories versus 100 per tablespoon. 
• Go vegetarian two or three times per 
week. 
• End a meal with fruit instead of pastries 
or dessert. 
Exercise 
continued from page 9 
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If you can help us 
Focus 
MAGGIE WELTER 
Nutritionists say students should go vegetarian at least two to three times per 
week. The salad bar at D-hall can be a good vegetarian choice. 
normally decline with advancing years. 
Now researchers for the World Health 
Organization are finding that "it may not 
be so much a matter of years but rather 
inactivity that's responsible. Exercise 
increases oxygen to the brain and boosts 
brain chemicals vital for thinking." 
A good brisk walk may help prepare 
students for exams, according to the 
researchers. 
At the Valley Wellness Center or 
Nautilus, membership costs range from 
$20 to $60 a month. The Godwin 
Wellness Center is a similar facility with a 
variety of activities. 
The Wellness Center is supported and 
maintained by student fees, which are 
included in the tuition bill. All full-time 
students have access to the center and may 
use the facilities for free. 
The center also offers a personal fitness 
assessment — a series of tests and an 
exercise prescription. The staff determines 
a person's fitness level and recommends a 
program of exercises based on guidelines 
from the American College of Sports 
Medicine. 
The Wellness Center is located on the 
ground floor of Godwin Hall. Mandatory 
orientations to the facility are free and 
available by appointment during center 
hours. 
The orientation process includes a one- 
hour session on how to use the equipment 
and information on setting up a workout 
routine. 
Margee Carter, Diana Flschettl, David 
Holllday, Amy Nguyen, Victoria VIda, and 
Dr. Philip Emmert, director of the school 
of speech communication also contributed 
to this article. 
Touch the 
TH 
33% OFF ALL WINTER 
GARMENTS. 
SALE LASTS UNTIL 2/7/94 
DONT BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD! 
124 S. MAIN STREET       434-2895 
come to the focus 
meeting today at 5 p.m. 
in Anthony-Seeger 
room 10. 
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Have you earned 45-70 credit hours? 
If so, watch out for information about 
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Opinion 
Keep options open for exploration 
A proposed policy at a university in St. Paul, 
Minn., allows student organizations to 
discriminate on the basis of race. 
The policy at Hamline University was 
proposed by the school after two white women were 
refused admission into a meeting of the Black Law 
Student Association. 
While the student government threatened to cut off 
funding to any exclusive group, the university drew up "a 
new policy expressing support for members of minority- 
student groups that want to exclude white students," 
according to a Jan. 19 Chronicle of Higher Education 
article. 
A professor who helped draft the policy said in the 
article that the imbalance of power between whites and 
other groups was taken into account. 
Groups that cater to a specific race or religion serve as 
common ground where people can strengthen bonds, 
come together for fellowship, discuss similar interests or 
share their knowledge and ideas. 
There are many such organizations at JMU including 
the Black Student Alliance and InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship, and although an overwhelming number of 
their members are either African-American or Christian, 
respectively, they do not exclude members on the basis of 
race or religion. 
A university has no right to dictate who can and can't 
be a part of these groups. Hamline University should not 
dictate who can be in the Black Law Student Association. 
By allowing the students to be excluded, the university is 
hindering their education. 
The role the university should play is exactly the 
opposite of what Hamline is doing: It shouldn't limit the 
opportunity students have to be exposed to other cultures; 
instead, it should strive to create an environment where 
students can receive a broad education by joining any 
organization, enrolling in a variety of courses and 
selecting their own type of housing. 
Then, students can decide for themselves what groups 
to join, what kinds of programs to pursue and the 
environment in which they want to live. 
JMU is currently trying to provide students with 
other on-campus living options. The Office of Residence 
Life is offering students special interest housing by giving 
us the option of creating our own community, whether 
that is a French Community or a Hebrew Community or a 
Pan-African Community. 
An advertisement in the Jan. 17 Breeze stated that 
special interest housing was "a culturally enlightening and 
intellectually stimulating living community." 
Maybe it is.. Maybe such a living environment is 
exactly what some students are looking for to complement 
their classroom studies. 
Meanwhile, others may view the housing arrangement 
as culturally limiting and intellectually stagnating. They 
may believe the key to being broadly educated is living 
among a diversity of people. 
Regardless of how you view ORL's community living 
arrangement idea, the important fact to remember is that 
the university is providing us with a choice, not limiting 
our options. 
If students choose to sit together on the basis of skin 
color or on the basis of the Greek letters on their 
sweatshirt, that is another matter. It is student choice, not 
university mandate. 
This doesnlt mean the university shouldn't provide 
students with options. They should just then step back and 
let us decide — as they are doing with the special interest 
housing options. 
Students should be able to select their own living 
environment and explore all organizations, including the 
Black Law Student Association at Hamline University. 
Universities should give students options, not limit 
them. 
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze 
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing 
editor and opinion editors. 
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I'm sick of hearing the abstinence pitch. I talked 
to Dr. Ruth last year... and she said ... abstinence 
is not a realistic way of birth control as people call it 
mainly because of the libido or the sex drive." 
Sophomore Scott Gilbert, host of WXJM's weekly 
program "Talk," discussing the recent condom 
debate. 
1 here are actually 2,500 or so ways to stimulate 
yourself to orgasm besides intercourse." 
Freshman Samuel Uzwack responding to Gilbert. 
lw/mon baby just one little kiss. I swear, I'm a 
prince. Trust me. Look at this face, would I lie?? No, 
I don't have a girlfriend. I love you. Of course, I'll 
respect you. I'm not like all of the other guys. I 
swear, I'll call you. Really. Please, baby, please." 
The message on a poster in an Ashby Crossing 
apartment. The poster pictures a frog wearing a 
princes crown. 
"T It's a lot easier to shoot someone than to beat 
them to death." 
A.posting about gun control in the "Politics" 
category of the VAX bulletin board. 
If God made us in his image, so be it, and more 
power to him. He must be pretty cool. I'd like to 
hang out and drink a few brews with him sometime, 
he must have a righteous sound system." 
Another posting from the VAX bulletin board. 
E/xotic Body Piercing." 
A service advertised in The Breeze classified ads. 
XTe's not Immature: He's Chronologically' 
Impaired.... He does not get Drank or Smashed: 
He becomes Chemically Inconvenienced.... He 
does not Send You Flowers: He commits Botanical 
Bribery.... He does not have a Nice Butt: He is a 
Well-Rounded Individual." 
From a list on How to Talk About Men and Be 
Politically Correct. 
Ohe doesn't have a Great Butt: She has a Superior 
Posterior.... You do not Try to Score or Pick Her 
Up: You Attempt a Horizontal Encounter.... She is 
not a Babe or a Chic: She is a Breasted American... 
. She is not a Bleached Blonde: She is Peroxide 
Dependent." 
From a list on How to Talk About Women and Be 
Politically Correct. 
.i 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
RA says individuals, not RAs, 'should 
take control of their own sexuality' 
To the editor: 
"Hold on baby, I have to get a condom from Al." This is 
one line that should never be heard on the JMU campus, but 
it might, now that the Student Government Association 
passed a bill employing resident advisors to hand out 
condoms. 
I propose three reasons why this action is inappropriate: 
First, when two people decide to sleep with each other, 
they should be responsible enough to protect themselves 
from unwanted pregnancy or diseases. They should be 
responsible — not their roommates, not the condom fairy 
and not their resident advisors. Individuals should take 
control of their own sexuality. 
Second, condoms are already easily found on this 
campus. They can be purchased at Mr. Chips during any of 
its operating hours. If you are strapped for cash, they can be 
obtained free at the Health Center. 
Third, as a matter of principle, why should student tuition 
and fees be used to help someone hit it? 
I hope the Office of Residence Life decides against 
implementing this program. 
Aim Harris 
Hillside resident advisor 
ORL director would 'not require RAs 
to supply residents with condoms' 
To the editor: 
I am writing in response to The Breeze's Jan. 
27 article on the SGA "Condom Bill." I met \ 
Michael Booker and Trey Austin prior to the 
Jan. 25 SGA meeting. I told Michael and 
Trey that I was in full support of the 
objective to promote sex education, 
individual responsibility and personal 
choice. I explicitly told them, 
though, that I was not in support of 
shifting individuals' personal 
responsibility to their RAs, and I would 
not require RAs to supply residents with 
condoms. 
I was never contacted by, and offered no comments to, 
the writer of the Jan. 27 Breeze article. The article implies 
that I made statements in support of requiring RAs to supply 
residents with condoms. I did not make any comments or 
offer any endorsement toward such a requirement In fact, 
my comments to Michael and Trey were to the contrary. 
Jim McConnel 
director of residence life I 
i 
Letters 
to the 
editor I 
Don't 'spoon feed' students condoms; 
sex is your own responsibility 
To the editor: 
On Tuesday, the SGA passed a bill that promotes 
the idea of RAs passing out condoms to residents. 
Although there were valid arguments for and 
against this bill, there was one basic issue that 
swayed the vote in favor of passing. The main 
issue for many who supported this bill was that 
condoms were not accessible enough for the 
irresponsible or shy. Many feel it is less embarrassing to 
approach an RA for a condom than to purchase them or to 
get them free at the Health Center. Another strong argument 
for the bill was that the Health Center and stores had 
inconvenient hours of operation and would be of little help to 
a student who needed a condom at 2 a.m. The SGA passed 
the condom bill in order to do something for the students. 
The SGA is hoping that this bill may keep someone from 
having an unwanted pregnancy or even spare someone from 
getting an STD such as AIDS. I recognize the SGA's efforts 
as noble and humanitarian, but I am not sure they are really 
helping students in the long run. 
Most of us enter college basking in the freedom 
in parental control. For the most part, we answer 
o no one but ourselves. College is a time when 
we begin to take on the responsibilities of the 
"adult" world. Little by little, we make the 
i transition from adolescence to adulthood with 
the hopes that we will be capable of making it 
' on our own when we are through here. It is 
my concern that this condom bill gives many 
students an excuse not to "grow up" or take 
responsibility for their own actions. As I 
mentioned before, college is a period of transition, and I feel 
the university, by providing free condoms at the Health 
Center, does its part in recognizing the fact that we all learn 
responsibility at a different pace. By bending even further 
and providing RAs with condoms, the university appears to 
be holding the students' hands, and in a sense parenting. The 
message this bill is sending goes beyond "we care about 
you" to "it's OK to be irresponsible, we've gotcha covered." 
I am not implying that sex is irresponsible. I am simply 
saying that no one can argue that sex is anything less than a 
personal responsibility. If sex can be an expression of love, 
produce a child, give you a disease or even cause death, it 
must be seen as the responsibility of the individuals 
involved. Being prepared for the possibility of the need for a 
condom when stores may not be open is part of the 
responsibility that goes along with having sex. Using a 
condom when having sex is probably one of life's easiest 
responsibilities and one of the most essential. People who are 
having sex should not be embarrassed to walk into the Health 
Center and pick up a handful of condoms because they are 
being responsible individuals. 
I think in an attempt to cater to students too much, the 
university will be devaluing the need for students to see sex 
as an essential responsibility that needs to be taken seriously 
by everyone. ^ 
To be honest, the SGA condom bill was passed for those 
of you who know what having unprotected sex can do to 
you, yet you are too immature, irresponsible and foolish to 
do something about it All I can say is that you are damn 
lucky people at JMU care enough to spoon feed you. Let's 
hope you're that lucky in the real world. 
Cathy Manderneid 
social work 
Be American — watch more television 
It is an undeniable truth of human existence that 
when it comes right down to it, we can only speak for 
ourselves. If I could speak for everyone around me, 
then it would be unnecessary for me to write an 
opinion column. Unfortunately, I can only speak for 
myself. This forces me to write a column about things 
that bug me. 
Many weeks ago, while attending a Breeze opinion 
meeting, this question was raised: "Does anybody in 
here watch any TV?" 
Now first of all, the question was negative. It was 
asked in the same manner in which you might say "has 
anybody in here ever feasted on the flesh of another 
human?" 
The answer, was a unanimous "no." 
Except for me. 
This bugs me. 
I watch a lot of TV. For years now, I have been 
hearing how television is like brain food for the 
mentally inept, how it shortens your attention span, 
sucks out I.Q. points and is probably responsible for 
acne. (Okay, I made that last one up.) 
Most people, when pressured, will admit to the fact 
that they watch some TV, but only programs like "60 
Minutes" or the "Nightly News," because they like to 
stay informed. Poppycock. Anyone who wants to stay 
informed can watch CNN at any hour of the day and be 
caught up on everything. People, this is just too little 
TV to be watching and still call yourself an American. 
Am I saying if you don't watch TV you are 
Unamerican? Well yes, I guess I am. I want people to 
realize how important TV is. Today, you can go to 
almost any television in the United States and see 
Guest Columnist 
— CJ.Grebb 
American culture bottled like clam sauce... CLICK! 
There's Cher, giving an Oscar winning performance in 
"Moonstruck." CLICK! 
There's an amazing offer — the Blonco roto-revolving 
potato slicer! Look how it feeds a family of five for a 
week with just one potato! CLICK! 
There's LaToya Jackson telling us how easy it is to get 
your own, personal psychic. . . . Actually, you would 
think any half-decent psychic would have advised Latoya 
to Are her manager a long time ago. CLICK! 
There's Sharon Stone, and she's . . . oh, my . . . .oh, 
my!... Wow. CLICK! 
"Captain ... CAAAAVE maaaaaan!" CLICK! 
"Watchu talkin' bout Mr. Drummondr* CLICK! 
See what I mean? Look at it this way: The U.S. has had 
roughly 200 years of recorded history. This is nothing 
compared to the thousands of years that most other 
countries throughout the rest of the world have had. The 
last SO years, however, have been recorded in an entirely 
new way. Television has provided an instant, play-by- 
play account of Americana. This "video stenographer" of 
sorts transcribes the ever-evolving story of American 
history and culture not only in news broadcasts and 
network news magazines, but in the sit-coms and 
entertainment as well. Who knows where our mentalities 
would be today without shows like "Good Times" or "All 
in the Family." Think about it before you discount 
their impact. 
On "Good Times," will you ever forget Penny's 
abusive mother or how James was just an ordinary man 
trying to scratch out an honest living in a crime-ridden 
ghetto? He was a strong and Arm man, who lived with 
the reality that so much of America had no idea even 
existed. Did Archie Bunker enlighten America as to 
just how hypocritical bigotry can be? Did he show us 
that our thoughts and beliefs might be racist? On Star 
Trek, we were given Lieutenant U'hura, a woman who 
was also an officer, treated as an equal. Even the 
Bu'ndys from "Married with Children" teach us 
lessons. Ever noticed that no matter how much Al 
fantasizes, he has never cheated on his wife? 
Television, it is clear to me, has shaped this country 
in a new, unique way. We watch TV and, whether we 
admit this or not, we believe it. This has not always 
been a good thing, but it is a truth we must face up to. 
Television has a hold on us, and it can be a good one. 
It can be a source of change and of reform as well as 
entertainment, it may be a real opportunity to take 
control of the years ahead of us. 
So the next time you want to curl up with a good 
book, consider turning on the television instead, and 
remember the influence it has on us and especially our 
children, and make your own judgement. 
And make sure that TV is still a good thing in the 
future, because as much as we watch it, it is watching 
us as well. 
C.J. Grebb is a junior majoring in art and minoring in 
getting on his soapbox. 
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Attempt at awakening 
puts audience to sleep 
In the film "Philadelphia," director 
Johnathon Demme attempts to open 
Hollywood's eyes to AIDS and 
homosexuality, but he fails to deliver both 
a substantial message and an entertaining 
film. 
While the acting suffices, the script 
leaves much to be desired. It's an attempt 
at awakening that keeps the audience 
sleeping. 
The film tells the story of attorney 
Andrew Beckett, played by Tom Hanks, 
who is fired at his law firm when the 
partners discover that he has AIDS. 
However, the partners claim he was fired 
for misplacing an important document 
REVIEW 
Hanks successfully makes the move 
from cotnedic roles like the movie "Big" 
to a dramatic role in "Philadelphia." His 
subtle and passionate portrayal of the 
dying lawyer is moving. It's an evolution 
of emotions for Hanks throughout the 
movie, one which strays from his usual 
comedic role. When Hanks seeks 
representation, he turns to an infamous 
accident lawyer, played by Denzel 
Washington, to prove unlawful 
termination. 
Washington adds some much-needed 
comic relief throughout the film, such as 
when he goes around and hands out 
business cards to everyone he meets. The 
difficulty arises in that Hanks' character is 
a homosexual, and Washington's character 
is admittedly homophobic. Hanks thus 
begins the re-education of Washington and 
his outdated fears. 
This re-education or acceptance is what 
Ron Nyswaner had in mind when he wrote 
the screenplay. But the film fails to rise 
much above its schizophrenic story line. 
The movie is intended    to be a 
courtroom drama, yet simply provides no 
interesting testimony or damning evidence 
for either side. Jason Robards stoically 
plays the senior partner at Hanks's 
firm, while Mary Steenburgen 
defends Robards in court. 
Incidentally, both 
Steenburgen and Robards 
starred    in    Demme's 
critically acclaimed 1980 
film     "Melvin     and 
Howard." Their earlier 
success    with    Demme 
doesn't carry over to "Philadelphia." 
In "Philadelphia," Demme 
uncharacteristically fails to utilize the 
powerful supporting cast and almost virgin 
topics at hand. Robards' role in this film is 
at best a competent antagonist, and 
Steenburgen's'character is left virtually 
undeveloped 
Besides   trying   to   simulate   a 
courtroom drama, the creators of 
"Philadelphia" also attempt to 
edify people     against 
homophobia, yet it provides only a 
narrow glimpse into homosexuality. 
Nyswaner overemphasizes too many 
characters — such as what seems like an 
endless number of family members — and 
he never delves into the relationship 
between Hanks and his boyfriend, played 
by Antonio Banderas. 
There are only two real scenes between 
Banderas and Hanks. The audience never 
really gains an understanding of the bond 
they have or the strain AIDS is taking on 
the both of them. 
Nyswaner seems more interested in 
creating emotions through repetition than 
developing the characters. 
Finally the film endeavors to address 
the epidemic of AIDS and human 
mortality. Hanks is dying, and AIDS is 
killing him. 
There are few references to Hanks' 
impending death. AIDS appears more like 
a plot tool than a major theme. Its stigmas 
are never really put to rest. 
Nyswaner can't decide whether or not 
we should be worried more about the case 
or Hanks himself. And thus, we never 
really care about either. 
Hopefully "Philadelphia" will break 
down some walls in Hollywood, allowing 
the industry to mature. 
Yeehaw! 
Western saddled for success 
Riveted with fast-paced action and 
ghoulish wit, 'Tombstone" gallops from 
scene to scene with a vivacity essential 
to a great Western. 
Director George Cosmatos effectively 
retells the well-known story of lawman 
Wyatt Earp, played by Kurt Russell, and 
Doc Holliday, played by Val Kilmer, and 
their mini-war with the outlaw Clanton 
gang. 
This star-studded cast, led by Russell 
and Kilmer, receives dramatic support 
from such well-known actors as Dana 
Delaney, Sam Elliott, Jason Priestly and 
Charlton Heston. 
REVIEW 
The movie owes much of its success to 
Russell and Kilmer, however. Russell 
exemplifies the tough hero that Westerns 
have come to define, while Kilmer adds 
a sawiness to the film. The crux of the 
movie's accomplishment lies in the 
endearing friendship between Russell 
and Kilmer. 
Their individual performances also 
help to define the characters. 
Russell is the epitome of the Western 
hero. In one scene, Russell smacks an 
obnoxious villain and, waiting for a 
response, asks, "Are you going to do 
something, or are you just going to stand 
there and bleed?" The villain chooses the 
latter. 
Kilmer shines as the real gem of the 
movie, though. His savvy and soft- 
spoken portrayal of the tuberculosis- 
stricken Holliday is one of the finest and 
most surprising of 1993. A Southern 
aristocrat turned gambler, Holliday 
teams up with Wyatt and his two 
brothers, played by Sam Elliot and Bill 
Paxton, to clean up Tombstone. 
This sets the stage for the infamous 
gunfight at the O.K. Corral and the 
dissolution of the entire Clanton gang. 
Kilmer manages to single-handedly 
entrench a decent action film with 
hilarious wit and touching drama. 
A Western isn't a Western, though, 
without the energetic score. Bruce 
Broughton's invigorating music 
marvelously sets the gallant mood of the 
film. 
The screenplay by Kevin Jarre of 
"Glory" fame was originally written to 
be an intense character study of Earp and 
Holliday. But Disney, fearful of an 
intellectual flop, chose action director 
Cosmatos, of "Rambo II," "Cobra" and 
"Leviathan" fame, to direct instead of 
Jarre and had the script reworked to 
accommodate the change. 
Strangely enough, their two diverse 
views mesh well in 'Tombstone" and 
help create a thoroughly entertaining and 
memorable Western. 
Written by Patrick Lark 
4P 
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Hollywood looking West to the 
past to find success for future 
As the new year gets underway, most 
people are looking ahead. But 
Hollywood is looking back, or more 
specifically — West. 
Spawning from 1992's incredibly 
successful "Unforgiven," the industry 
has begun to release an exceptional 
amount of Westerns, including "Posse," 
"Geronimo" and 'Tombstone." People in 
the industry are now questioning whether 
this is a move for the future or whether 
this is just another Hollywood trend. 
"I personally do not particularly like 
Westerns, but I have to admit that they 
certainly have rejuvenated the industry," 
says senior Marcia Edmunson, who has 
worked at both video stores and theatres. 
All four Westerns released this past 
year have been big money makers. 
People are going to the theatres to see 
them, and when they're sold-out, the 
"spillover" crowds are watching other 
films. This "spillover" is rejuvenating 
the industry. 
Tammy Leta, the assistant manager at 
the Harrisonburg Video World, says, 
"'Unforgiven' and 'Posse' were 
successes when they came out on video, 
and they boosted rentals of older 
Westerns. If there is a trend, it's a 
positive trend." 
There are distinguishable trends in 
Hollywood's history. The early '80s 
witnessed an inordinate amount of 
dramas, but by the end of the decade was 
flourished with action/adventure movies. 
English professor James Ruff says 
that although the '70s and '80s saw a 
decline in western films, the western 
will probably never die because of its 
adaptability to different time periods. 
"The western film historically has 
traditionally been considered to be the 
most important American film genre," 
Ruff says. 
Ruff says Clint Eastwood revitalized 
the western with his blockbuster and 
Oscar winner, "Unforgiven." 
Sophomore Bill Roundy says, "Most 
Westerns tend to be really cheesy, but 
the ones that have been coming out lately 
have been more realistic. Less cheese is 
good for the industry." 
Freshman Jody Jones says that she 
doesn't like westerns unless she likes the 
actors. 
"Usually the plot is the same in a 
bunch of them," she says. 
Freshman Dave Lapp says, "I think 
that this is a phase that is coming back 
now and will pass shortly." 
Whether long-term or not, it appears 
that the trend will continue for at least 
another year or so as more Westerns are 
in production. Lawrence Kasdan is 
directing Kevin Costner in "Wyatt 
Earp." And due to arrive this spring is 
Johnathan Kaplan's "Bad Girls," a 
feminine perspective of the Old West. It 
stars Andie MacDowell, Drew 
Barrymore, Mary Stuart Masterson and 
Madeleine Stowe. 
Life, death intersect 
for introspective film 
•Movie deals with the 
mortality of existence 
Entering a busy intersection, Richard 
Gere loses control of his car and 
skids helplessly towards a stalled 
van and an oncoming rig. 
What happens next is not the question 
in "Intersection." What happened up until 
this moment is the premise for this 
intelligent film of introspection and 
mortality. 
REVIEW 
Gere, who is known for "an Officer and 
a Gentleman" and "Sommersby," 
impressively plays a recently divorced 
architect who has fallen out of love with 
his wife of 16 years, played by Sharon 
Stone, and into love with a local journalist, 
played by Lolita Davidovich. Yet Gere 
still holds feelings for Stone. Or does he? 
Thus begins a clever and fascinating 
character study of the three. 
The story progresses as a series of 
flashbacks. Gere's thoughts dart back and 
forth as he tries to discern how his 
marriage fell apart and where his present 
relationship is going. 
Director Mark Rydell, of "On 
Golden Pond" fame, gets strong 
performances from Stone, of 
"Basic   Instinct"   fame,   and 
Davidovich, of "Blaze" fame, 
which help balance the story's 
sporadic fluidity. 
Davidovich  is especially 
effective as a loving, yet realistic 
girlfriend, who is unfortunately 
caught in the middle of Gere's 
personal struggle. 
Rydell does a quality job here but is 
sufficiently helped along by a well-written 
screenplay. 
The dialogue in "Intersection" can be 
sharp at times with its amusing 
architectural metaphors, such as Gere 
having to get "his house in order." 
The screenplay also attacks the 
conventionality and cliches common to 
movies today. In one scene, Gere 
flashes back to when he told Stone of 
his affair. With nothing more to add, 
Gere stands in silence and just stares at 
the wall. Stone questions, "Isn't this, 
where I ask you, 'Do you love her?' 
And then you respond, 'I don't know; 
I'm confused. I need some time to 
think?'" 
In most films, yes. But not in 
"Intersection." 
This is a novel approach to 
addressing our mortality  and 
prevalent procrastination. We save 
dreams for a proverbial "later." 
We push back what we can do 
today until tomorrow. 
Rydell's most pervasive and 
important theme is, "Live for 
today, not tomorrow." For 
Gere, there may not be a 
tomorrow. 
The cinematography and music are also 
critical to the film's message. James 
Newton Howard's jazzy score 
methodically paces the film as it 
inevitably skids towards that fateful 
intersection. 
Rydell's only real flaw in this film is 
his blatant use of symbolism. 
There are many instances when the 
symbols are unique and quite ominous. 
But some of the symbols border on the 
melodramatic. 
He really succeeds, though, in his 
continued reference to time. The viewer 
can't help appreciating the dramatic irony 
in the film, and thus is caught in the tragic 
loop as a mute observer. Rydell's Gothic 
imagery tragically emphasizes the 
shortage of time that Gere has — that we 
all have. 
irkin, Graphics by CJ Grebb 
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XT. 
PURCELL 
PARK 
11 
JAMES 
MADISON 
UNIVERSITY 
. Confused About Where to Live? 
Each fully furnished 
4 bedroom apartment 
comes with: 
• Free Cable television 
(a $650 savings - includes 
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.) 
• Double bed in each bedroom 
• Full size washer and dryer 
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the 
kitchen and one in each bedroom 
-
 5 Cable hookups - one in the 
living room and one 
in each bedroom 
• Built in microwave oven 
• Patio or balcony 
• Free Water and Sewer 
• Free trash pick-up 
• Full time maintenance 
Office Hours 
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5:30 
Sat. & Sun. 10-4:30 
Call The 
Commons 
today at 
432-0600 
and get off 
campus 
this fall! 
869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD. 
Mlil 
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Guest performer teaches Japanese culture 
by Gina Re 
staff writer 
Students and faculty got a taste of 
Japanese culture Friday night when 
Japanese Noh actor Akira Matsui 
performed in Godwin Hall. 
As a flute, drums and various Japanese 
instruments began to play in the dark 
room illuminated only by blue lights, 
Matsui stood in his pale blue kimono and 
began his performance of Noh for the 
audience. 
"An essential part of the education 
program here is to expose people to other 
cultures' way of accomplishing theatre," 
senior Dave Frydrychowski said. 
Noh acting, a 600-year-old Japanese 
tradition, places emphasis on surfacing 
emotions. The Noh actor combines art, 
dance, chanting and acting to do this. 
"The practice is to bring out these 
[internal] emotions,'' Matsui said. 
Matsui, 48, performed at JMU as a part 
of his three-week lecture tour in the 
United States. He will also be performing 
in Pennsylvania and New York. 
He teaches Noh in Japan and began 
Noh at age 5 at the Kita School of Noh in 
19S2. He is often asked to perform, leach 
and demonstrate Noh in universities and 
colleges throughout the United States and 
Canada. "It is important to make people 
aware that there is not just the form that it 
[theatre] is practiced in Europe and here," 
Frydrychowski said. 
Unlike Western drama, in a Noh 
performance, the actors don't become 
characters; they remain themselves. 
Since action is based on the actor's real 
emotions, Matsui says that an audience 
can expect a different show each night. 
Although the script doesn't change, the 
emotions of the actor do. 
"Because my own mood and feelings 
change day by day, there is a slight change 
in each performance," Matsui said. 
Matsui illustrated his change of 
emotions through his feet. In Friday's 
performance, he shuffled his feet forward 
in various ways to signify his different 
moods. 
Stamping his feet in a quick, 
unrhythmical manner was an expression 
of anger. Happiness had a light, more 
rhythmic movement. 
"There's a lot of muscular movement 
that goes into each movement," Matsui 
said,. 
He used his arms and hands, too, to 
signal a change in emotion. Opening or 
closing the hands is the way energy is 
either captured or released. 
Matsui also used a mask to express his 
feelings. By moving his head, he could 
make his face look like it had changed 
expressions. When he inclined his head 
toward the light, he looked happy; down 
casting created a sad-looking expression. 
"It was so much like the human face 
that when light fell on it in certain ways, it 
seemed to express emotions," 
Frydrychowski said. 
Mostly, Matsui showed the audience in 
Godwin that theatre exists in more forms 
than they were aware of, Frydrychowski 
said. "Other cultures have their own 
process to present culture." 
WILDING FOR THE FUTURE 
WAM net MM I 
BECOME A RESIDENT ADVISER 
Resident Adviser positions give you the opportunity to work on 
Building for the Future by making a difference in the lives of 
fellow students. 
The Office of Residence Life Invites you to attend one of the 
information meetings listed below to learn more about becom- 
ing a resident adviser for the 94-95 academic year. This job will 
help you gain practical skills helping fellow students get more 
out of their college experience. 
INFORMATION MEETING SCHEDULE 
Feb 1 1:30 pm McGraw-Long Lobby 
Feb 1 6-OOpm Eagle (3-13 
Feb 2 1:30 pm Huffman Hall Lobby 
Feb 2 6:00pm Cleveland TV Lounge 
Feb 3 1:30 pm Taylor Hall 402 
Feb 3 6:00pm Huffman Hall Lobby 
Attendance at ONE Information Meeting is a mandatory part 
of the Resident Adviser selection process. 
MELISSA CAMPBELL 
Noh dancer Akira Matsui demonstrates the use of masks by having junior Will 
Bowles try on a mask. Matsui is lecturing in the United States for three weeks. 
Strive 
Jbr Style. 
TheStjfe 
section meeting 
at7iritte 
BrmzBxMM 
«• 
N*>itf(ft SPM m m 
SOUTH  PADRE   ISLAND 
DAVTONA BEACH 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
STEAMBOAT 
LAS WECAS 
WAIL/BEAVER CREEK 
ORLAHDO/DISNEV WORLD 
MUSTANG   ISLAND 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
BRECKENRIDGF   KEYSTONE 
FOR lOOmUUl HFOmUTNM ft KXWYATWKS 
1'800'SUNCHASEI 
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fcfe! 
Don't Be Left in the Cold this Year! 
Jamaica *- $449 
Cancun-$429 
Daytona, Panama City from $149 
South Padre Island from $169 
We Won't be undersold! The BEST trips at the best prices! 
^ 
Sun Splash Tours 
1-800-426-7710 + 
* 
Simmons 
Cut and Tan 
Walk-ins Welcome 
Tanning Special 
9 Visits $24.95 
(First time customer gets 1 FREE session) 
Perms $25 Haircuts $5 
381 N. Mason St. Mastercard and Visa 610 N Main St 
Hamsonburg VA Sultc E Bndgewater VA 
432-6076 828-2338 
TOWN & CAMPUS 
•Alice In Chains.. Jar of Flies (ep) 
•Faraway So Close soundtrack 
„with Lou Reed, TJ2, Laurie Anderson & more 
•Prong...   Cleansing 
Tuesday's New Releases 
*M^SX 
Ot Ct »Wf. 
Un I 
RflUlitu BltflC ioumihm 
with Urtny Kwittxt Dlnonm 
Hothouse f lowart, Ind tnort 
& 
vGrftaiibeiica's Alternate 
with fin traeki from U?, I 
^^H        Odari* St' 
433 - 5550 
r»*9* 
0 West Water Street 
SEWN GREEK LETTERS 
SOLID & PRINT MATERIALS *** FAST SERVICE 
CUSTOM SCREENPRINTING CUSTOM SCREENPRINTING 
GROUP DISCOUNTS • LOW MINIMUMS 
NO SET-UP CHARGES • NO ART CHARGES 
"The T-Shirt Shop" 
Create Your Own 
for RESALE, CLUBS, 
TEAMS, 
FUNDRAISERS, PARTIES, 
etc. * PORT* WE Aft 
434-4824      • Valley Mall •      Next to J.C. Penney 
L_ 
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Sports 
Dukes unable to escape web of Spiders 
by Craig Landis 
stqffwriter 
RICHMOND — Coming into Saturday 
night's matchup with JMU at the Robins 
Center, the Richmond Spiders had lost a 
frustrating eight games by seven or less 
points. But first-year head coach Bill 
Dooley sensed a change. 
"Coach Dooley said before the game 
that we would win by three points," UR 
senior guard Eugene 
Burroughs said. "He 
usually doesn't make 
predictions, but this 
one came true.*' 
What followed Dooley's prediction was 
yet another down-to-the-wire JMU road 
game. This time, it was the Spiders that 
prevailed 85-81, hitting seven of eight foul 
shots in the final 23 seconds of the game. 
After the narrow win over East Carolina 
Wednesday, the Dukes struggled 
defensively against the Spiders despite 
shooting 60 percent in the second half. 
JMU's loss was its fust in the Colonial 
Athletic Association this season. The 
Dukes' record now stands at 12-5, 6-1 in 
theCAA. 
With 2:35 remaining in the game, 
Richmond senior guard Eugene Burroughs 
made a three-pointer to tie it at 76 apiece. 
A lay up by Burroughs then put the 
Spiders up by two with 1:37 left. 
Senior forward Clayton Ritter, who had 
13 points on the night, missed the front 
end of a one-and-one, and Richmond 
senior forward Mike Hodges made two 
foul shots to put the Spiders up by four. 
Junior guard Dennis Leonard went the 
length of the court'for a lay up to narrow 
the lead to two points, and Hodges drained 
another pair of foul shots before 
Richmond called timeout with 16 seconds 
left 
Sophomore guard Darren McLinton 
quickly hit a three-pointer to bring the 
Dukes within a point, but junior forward 
Kass Weaver made two foul shots, and 
Leonard missed a desperation three- 
pointer to end the game. 
"We didn't lose to a Mickey Mouse 
team," head coach Lefty Driesell said. 
"They're a good ballclub. I thought we 
had it won for a while. Then I dunk we 
lost our poise." 
This is a tough place to play," Ritter 
said. "We did some really good things. We 
were down by nine and came back ahead 
by four. We made some mistakes at the 
end, took some bad shots and they got 
right back in it and won the ballgame." 
Richmond's offense was able to find 
the open man for much of the game as 
Weaver hit for a game-high 25 points off 
11 of-18 shooting. Weaver has averaged 
more than 23 points in the Spiders' last 
four games. 
Though shooting just over 49 percent 
for the game, Richmond's big three 
offensive weapons on the night — Jarmon, 
Hodges and Weaver — were on fire. 
Hodges scored 22 and senior guard 
Gerald Jarmon's clutch shooting burned 
the Dukes for 18 points, 3-of-5 on three- 
pointers. 
MIKE HEFfNER 
Sophmore guard Darren McUnton had a solid *howing for the Duke*, with 15 points and two assists in 24 minutes. 
Culuko and junior forward Louis Rowe 
each scored 17 for JMU. Culuko, fifth in 
the nation in three-point shooting 
percentage, hit on 5-of-9 from the arc 
against Richmond. 
Richmond asserted itself early in the 
game with Weaver leading Richmond to a 
5-0 lead. 
JMU went scoreless for the first three 
minutes of play before Culuko connected 
for two three-pointers on consecutive 
possessions. 
Ritter then scored JMU's next seven 
points off a short jumper and two lay ups 
in traffic. 
The Dukes committed several 
unnecessary fouls early as Richmond 
capitalized on points in transition to jump 
ahead 22-15 at the 8:35 mark. 
Richmond's halfcourt zone puzzled the 
Dukes for much of the first half as 
Richmond went on a 12-5 run midway 
through the period. 
Senior forward Michael Venson then 
put in six straight points off the bench. His 
jumper with 58 seconds left in the half 
brought JMU back within two points, 34- 
32. 
A three-pointer and a lay up by Hodges 
put the Spiders up by seven before 
McLinton hit a three-pointer with a second 
on the clock to narrow the lead to four at 
halftime. 
Hodges and Weaver continued to come 
up big on offense for the Spiders in the 
second half. The JMU defense proved 
weak on the perimeter. Senior guard 
Gerald Jarmon and Culuko exchanged 
three-point baskets, with Culuko hitting 
from the three-point stripe on three 
straight JMU possessions to bring the 
Dukes back to within eight. 
Driesell and his players said the loss 
could be beneficial. 
"Like coach said, when you lose a 
game, you just come out and work harder 
and beat the next team you play," Ritter 
said. 
Richmond (85) 
fg       n        reb 
Mia m-a    m-a    o-t      • rrs Weaver      39 11-18 3-3     2-2     2 
Williams    4 1-2     0-0    1-1     0 0   2     2 
Jarmon       38 7-11   1-1    0-2    3 0   3    It 
Bacote        S 13      0-0     0-0     0 0   2    2 
Wall          11 0-2     1-2    2-2     1 0   2    1 
Edwards     8 0-0     1-2    1-2    0 0    1     1 
Burroughs  8 3-9     0-0     1-6    9 2   3    7 
Hodges       36 6-13   9-10  7-16   4 1    1    22 
Metzger     24 3-7     1-2    0-1     0 2    1    7 
Total*       200 32-65 16-20 15-33 19 S  17  85 
Percentages: FG—49.2, FT—80.0.3 point goals— 
5-13,38.5 (Weaver 0-3, Jarmon 3-5, Burroughs 1-4, 
Hodges 1-1) 
JMU (81) 
fg        n        reb 
mln m-a    m-a    o-t      a to   pf    tp 
Rowe         39 7-12   2-4     1-6    6 4   3     17 
Robinson   3 OO     0-0    0-0    0 2   2     0 
McLinton   24 5-6     2-2     1-1     2 2   2     15 
Venson      36 3-7     4-4    4-10  0 2   3     10 
Culuko       35 6-12   0-0    0-1     2 0    1      17 
Lott            10 OO     04)    0-0    0 0    1     0 
Leonard     24 4-12   1-2    4-5     6 2    0     9 
Ritter         29 6-10   1-3    2-8     4 2   2     13 
Totals       200 31-59 10-15 13-32 20 14 IS   81 
( :.; ,,   .    . "•    » ■ •      «     •"•».. 
Percentages: FG—52.5. FT—66.7. 3-point goals—9- 
19.47.4 (Rowe 1 -3, McLinton 3-4. Culuko 5-9, 
*£& jM 
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^UB    >   RESTAURANT    / M 
)Where music lives, 
171 N. Main St. Harrisonbui^, VA 22801 
Mon, 3an. 31 si - Monday Madness with Open Stage 
Hosted by Blind Lemon Phillips 
Xiuss. Feb. 1 st - BICYCLE FACE with opening act Regular Sauce 
* Alternative Night - 18 & Older * 
Wed. Feb. 2nd -   £111 - Natural Hand   rciamaic nock) 
7 !\iw-,.  Ft?b.    u'cl        SO & L (Speidel, Goodrich, and Lille) 
with Special Guest Julie Murphy 
from Eddie From Ohio and 
opening act Susan Ford 
F.-i. FuU 4th     f I'/«**/ If(MW<'   (ClaHHle Hwk) 
dl: Alaskan Sn, >w (.";■.//> £c#s ,■< /,-/; I 
i; Fries (Wjy .V. 99, additional pound s 
[.. ! iU    PRIVATE PROPERTY (HARD ROCK) 
Look for special events at Joker's on WBOP-TV Channel 19. 
Call 433-TUNE for concert information 24 hours a day. 
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30! 
I'ro*li Mrttlo IS.if|«-Is      " 
*s   Start the New 
Year Right! 
MR. J'S TRACKSIDE AT NAUTILUS 
Enjoy Great Food - Bagels (Low in Fat), Salads, 
Sandwiches & Outrageous Muffins - Specials Daily 
Fresh Made Juice Blends. 
After A Great Work-Out - Come In & Relax 
election Of Work-Out Gear And Accessories! 
For Both Men and Women 
large Selection Of Supplements, Profbrmance 
Drinks & Tanning Products 
SENT COUPON WITH ORDER. 
433-3434 50<t   OFF 
Any Drink or Shake 
Mon. - Fri. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
6:30 - 9:30 
9:30 - 5:30 
12:30 - 5:30 
1790 -84 East Market 
Across from Kroger's • Next to T.J. Maxx 
— s.|.»l>«>5|  -►|»«'lv i|sejj •.|..l*.>jj   »|»»*lv ,|s">\l 
;   i  i>i 11 i 
EE STATION "$f 
-YEAR 
EWIDE A 
HARRISONBURG SPOTSWOOD VALLEY SQUARE 
NEXT TO KROGER • 432-0289 
Shape Your Body 
While Molding Your Mind. 
The Premier Fitness Center 
in Harrisonburg 
Featuring... 
Nautilus (2 lines) • Stairmaster 
• Olympic Weight Room 
featuring Bodymasters 
• Unlimited Aerobics 
• Indoor Track 
• Personal Supervision 
• Child Care 
• Weight Loss 
• Treadmill 
1
 Lifecycles / Lifesteps 
1
 Rowers 
> Tanning Systems 
Lockers / Showers 
Relaxing Whirlpool 
Finnish Sauna 
Mr. J's Trackside Sandwich Shop / Juice Bar 
Also offering... • Seishin-Kai Martial Arts 
• Health and Fitness Assessments 
• Massage by East Market Massage 
NAUTILUS 
FITNESS 
<3 CENTER 1790-84 E. Market St. - Spots wood Valley Square 
Next to TJ. Maxx • Across from Kroger 
(703)433-3434 
_ _ 
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Lemish brings big plans to athletic department 
by Jason Ruggiero 
staff-writer 
The first 40 days of any new 
position can sometimes be a 
rocky transition period. 
But JMU's new athletic 
director Donald Lemish is relying 
on his past experiences to make 
that transition period easier. 
Lemish, who took over as 
athletic director Jan. 1, began his 
career in university advancement 
positions. He says those 
experiences have helped him 
devise both long and short-term 
goals for JMU athletics. 
"I've spent much of the first 
40 days coming up with a 
strategic marketing and fund- 
raising plan," Lemish said. "It 
addresses how we will increase 
our private revenue, our gift 
revenue and our promotion 
sponsorship revenue all within a 
reasonable lime frame." 
An athletic department fund- 
raiser is also high on Lcmish's 
new agenda. The proposed 
annual event, beginning next fall, 
would involve athletes, coaches, 
administrators and prominent 
figures at JMU, and it could raise 
$25,000-30,000 in gift revenue. 
His goals are for the athletic 
graduation rate to reach and 
exceed the all-school average, 
and he said recruiting will have a 
hand in accomplishing this task. 
MIKE HEFENER 
Lemish's office is decorated with a variety of sports memorabilia, including a Shaquille O'Neal 
autographed basketball and authentic jerseys of Reggie Jackson, Joe Montana and Pete Rose. 
"Wc want to recruit student 
athletes who are concerned with 
the next 40 years of their lives, 
besides jflfel the next five," 
Lemish said. 
Lemish served in various 
positions at Ball State, Alabama- 
Birmingham, East Carolina and 
Longwood. 
He came to JMU seven years 
ago with a goal of being an 
athletic director. 
"I had always thought that I 
might not have been in the right 
career path to be an A.D., but 
people with fund-raising and 
marketing backgrounds who have 
experience in the decision- 
making process are now 
becoming A.D.s," Lemish said. 
An immediate concern for the 
JMU athletic program involved 
JMU's membership in the 
Colonial Athletic Association. 
The Atlantic 10 was reportedly 
interested in JMU, but Lemish is 
staying loyal to the CAA. 
"The A-10 was something 
that I had wanted JMU to be a 
part   of   before   I   took   the 
position," he said. "But, after 
analyzing what the CAA 
provides to our 27-sport program, 
I asked the Board of Visitors to 
approve that JMU stay with the 
CAA." 
A long-term goal for JMU 
athletics would be for the football 
program to make the step up to 
Division T-A. 
He said he'd like to see the 
Yankee Conference and the 
Southern Conference become 
Division 1-A affiliated, and be 
able to play in a bowl game. 
"It's been a real positive 
transition anil I'm very 
encouraged about his aspirations 
for JMU athletics," football 
coach Rip Schcrcr said. 
Lemish added, "Wc arc by far 
not ready to play with the likes of 
a Notre Dame or Nebraska, but 
this would give us the 
opportunity to play one game a 
year against the big boys." 
Lemish, a four-sport athlete in 
high school as well as an umpire 
for collegiate baseball games, 
attends almost every home 
sporting event and is excited 
about the future of JMU athletics. 
"It's nice to be the chief of a 
section of the university that gets 
more visibility than anything 
else, and it's my job to make that 
positive," Lemish said. "The first 
40 days have been very long, but 
I have loved every minute of it." 
The Fraternity of Alpha Kappa Lambda 
1W k 
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MONDA Y JAN.   3 1 
WINGS AX J.M.'S 
K 
MEET AT THE HOUSE AT 4:00 PM 
E^verwant id give someone a 
piece of your mind? 
Write it in The Breezes opinion 
section. We are now looking for 
columnists and editorial 
cartoonists. The application 
deadline is February 7 at 5 p.m. 
To apply, please include a cover 
letter and three examples of 
your writing. Call Rob or Chris 
at X3846 for more inforination. 
#»VM 
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4&*sP 
CANCUN    "s399! 
One Week Party rattans Inclnac 
• Round Kip airfare    • Hotel taxes 
• 7 nights hotel        • Exclusive orientation 
• Airport transfers      ♦ Stall on location 
$150 • Reduced/no cover club admission 
Frcs ♦ Express entry • Free/reduced drinks 
Other Locations: 
• Jamaica 
• South Padre Island 
• Bahamas 
• Oaytona/Key West 
Sponsored By: 
• Mexico Magico 
• Tequila Rock 
• LaBoom 
• Fat Tuesdays 
• SeriorFrogs 
• Carlos 'n Charlies 
LwrrEDSMca     800-786-8735 on 800-320-8747     CALL 
SUPER PIZZA... 
SUPER SUBS... 
SUPER SAVINGS... 
CALL 
FOUR STAR PIZZA 
•••• 
Two Spaghetti 
Dinners with Garlic 
Bread & Two FREE 
16oz.Drinks 
Any Large 
One Topping 
Pizza 
433-3776 433-3776 
PIZZA      Any Large   ; M77A      Any Large 
One Topping j J2j5±2    One Topping 
Pizza       ; mX3 Pizza 
433-3776 433-3776 
75 FOUR 
• *•• 
+ tax 
Two Big 12" 
Subs & Two 
FREE 16oz. 
Drinks 
+ tax 
Two Big 12" 
Subs & Two 
FREE 16oz. 
Drinks 
433-3776 «&** j   433-3776 
Don't 
Dribble. 
Pick UP the Ball. 
-Then QO straight Xo 
Ashby Crossing 
The ball's In ** c°»£ ^Sntan-noft 
Crossing M^fr^Hsases, washer and 
aryer ,„ each ^?      JMU the Valley 
looJrtton ™"U^S ™T Ashbv Crossing Mall and restaurant^ As *y 
has everything you w^" 
7^ 
Apartment Community 
703-432-1001 
1235-F Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg. VA  22&01 
Office Hours:   9-5 Monday-Friday. 
Saturday 10-4- 
Professionally Managed By Snyder Hunt 
Equal Housing Opportunity 
L_ 
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SPORTS* 
t9> HIGHLIGHTS   \ 
MEN'S GYMNASTICS 
Dukes top Radford 
The men's gymnastics team tipped 
their season record to 2-0 by defeating 
Radford 25335 to 23335. 
Floor oxooreloo — 1. Todd Mercer, 
JMU, 9.5 
Pommol horoo — 1. Michael Jenks, 
JMU 9 15 
StM'rings — 1. Mike Onuska, JMU. 9.0 
VavKftnf — 1. Dave Robinson, JMU, 8.8 
(tie); Steele, Radford, 8.8 
ParaHoi bora — 1. Mike Onuska, JMU, 
8.9 
Horizontal bars — 1. Travis King, JMU. 
8.7 
All-around — 1. Michael Jenks, JMU, 
50.55 
WRESTLING 
Dukes suffer two losses 
Army 22, JMU 9 
118 — Smith (JMU) dec. Thomburg. 53 
126 — Davey (A) dec. Detrick, 3-2 
134 — Coyle (JMU) dec. McAllister, 2-0 
142 — Fenske (A) major dec. Boyd, 166 
150 — Arena (JMU) dec. Arnold, 84 
158 — Marciniak (A) dec. Vidak, 104 
167 — Harris (A) dec. Gray, 7-4 
177 — O'Daniel (A) dec. Henson, 4-1 
190 — Krek (A) dec. Lull, 7-2 
HWT — SJolinder (A) dec. Hamilton, 7-2 
JMU24,Watool5 
US — Rossi (JMU) dec. Perera, 54 
■ Detrick (JMU) pinned Strunk, 5:51 
Klessinger (W) dec. Coyle, 103 
- Boyd (JMU) dec. Van Scoten, 3-2 
• Arena (JMU) dec. Evans, 3-2 
- Stout (W) dec. Vidak, 7-4 
- Gray (JMU) t.fall Monzon, 20-5, 
126- 
134- 
142- 
180- 
156- 
167 
6:00 
177 — Henson (JMU) major dec. Kline 
17-5 
190- 
HWT 
118- 
126- 
134- 
142 
150- 
158 
167- 
177- 
190- 
HWT 
-Wurster(W) dec. Lull. 7-3 
- Reisher (W) pinned Pugh. 3:19 
22, JMU 12 
Smith (JMU) dec. Blight. 9-3 
Detrick (JMU) dec. Sirois, 7-1 
Coyle (JMU) dec. McCann. 4-3 
Lomberdo (R) dec. Boyd, 86 
Hawk (R) dec. Arena, 4-1 
Kwapniewskl (R) p. Gibson, 1:03 
Sheridan (R) dec. Gray, 2-2 criteria 
Henson (JMU) dec. Zaccaro, 4-3 
Ferguson (R) maj. dec. Lull, 10-2 
- Brown (R) dec. Hamilton, 5-2 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
JMU tops ECU 79-55 
The JMU women's basketball team 
moved its season record to 10-8,4-2 in 
the CAA, with a 79-55 whipping of 
East Carolina in Greenville, N.C. 
Sophomore guard Krissy Heinbaugh 
paced the Dukes with 19 points. Junior 
forward Kara Ratliff added 17. 
Friday, the Dukes romped UNC- 
Wilmington 73-59. Junior guard 
Christina Lee scored a game-high 18 
points. 
JMU MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
VS. 
MORGAN STATE 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2 
7:30 PM 
STUDENTS FREE WITH ID 
«*.                          * 
lEfSCO r ROWDY? 
JMU WOMEN'S 
* BASKETBALL 
VS. 
RICHMOND 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3 
7:30 PM 
STUDENTS FREE WITH ID 
SEX DISCRIMINATION SUIT 
FILED AT VA. TECH: Twelve 
female athletes at Virginia Tech have 
filed a class action suit against the 
university in an effort to get female 
club sports upgraded to varsity status. 
According to reports from the 
Associated Press, plaintiffs filing the 
suit are members of the field hockey, 
softball, lacrosse and crew clubs. The 
lawsuit was filed by the National 
Women's Law Center on behalf of all 
female athletes at Virginia Tech being 
denied the opportunity to compete at a 
varsity level. 
The lawsuit alleges that the school is 
in violation of Title DC of the Education 
Amendments of 1972, which prohibits 
sex discrimination in education. 
Women make up 41 percent of the 
student body but only 21 percent of 
athletes at Virginia Tech. 
Club members must pay their own 
way to games, given access to 
equipment only after the varsity teams 
are finished and cannot receive athletic 
scholarships. 
BIG EAST CONSIDERING 
CHANGES: The Big East 
Conference is facing pressure from its 
football-only members to change its 
current format. 
Temple, West Virginia, Virginia 
Tech and Rutgers, which play in the 
Big East for football only, may join 
Pittsburgh, Syracuse, Miami and 
Boston College, to form a new league, 
according to a report from the 
Associated Press. 
Another option is for the Big East to 
expand to 14 teams by adding full 
membership to the football-only 
schools. 
In either case, conference shifting in 
the Northeast would be good news to 
the Colonial Athletic Association, 
which has been eying expansion in that 
region for several years. 
Three of the four football-only 
schools — Temple, West Virginia and 
Rutgers — are members of the Atlantic 
10 conference. If they decide to 
become part of the proposed expanded 
Big East Conference that could signal 
the end of the Atlantic 10 and leave 
several high profile schools seeking 
conference affiliation. 
MEDIATOR TO STEP IN BCA 
DISPUTE: The NCAA agreed to 
allow Justice Department mediators to 
help resolve its dispute with the Black 
Coaches Association, according to the 
Washington Post. 
The BCA threatened to boycott 
men's basketball games two weeks ago 
because it says the NCAA has reduced 
opportunities for African-Americans. 
No date has been set for when the 
Community Relations Service will 
meet with the two parties. 
The CRS has no enforcement 
powers. 
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NkW. Thar.. 1 UK - J330AK 
Fr». • S«t. ■:      tlAM - 1.30AM    ; 
ftlMtMV XIAEEiaaOAM 
isss 
Servlnc tbe city ©* 
702 E. Market tt. 
. (corner of Oi* Wutomcm M.) 
CARRY-OUT SPECIAL 
One 14* tine 
Cheese 
$422 
433- 
TWo W Large 
One Topping 
$11 
433-7272 
2S 
+4ax 
Additional Tappings 95« 
Not vt&d tt} my ofer coupon 
One 14" Large 
Two Toppings 
$7§§ 
AdADorail Toppings 95* 
Not Vhdvfny abet coupon 
. 
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irs COLD 
OUT THERE !! 
COME HOME 
AFIRE!! 
FIREPLACES in every unit 
2 Bedrooms & 2 Full Baths 
Many with STUDY or 3rd bedroom 
9 MONTH LEASES AVAILABLE 
PETS allowed in some units 
They're going FASTi! 
CALL TODAY 432-1860!! 
For a private showing 
Stop by the office and 
ASK FOR MIKE 
OFFICE HOURS: 1-5pm 7VIXD150J< JVUCNOR 
Offered by: 
ThePrudential 
Funkhouser & Associates 
REALTORS* 
$200 Drawing 
COMPLETE APPLICATION AND BRING TO OFFICE 
TO ENTER 
Name:  
Address: 
Telephone: 
Most interested in : [ ] 2 bedroom [ ] 2 bedroom with study 
[ ] 3 bedroom 
No purchase necessary to enter/ Drawing week before spring break 
— 
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Humor 
CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson THE FAR SIDE/Gary Larson 
I  <»M Mot FHCSEHtLf + Litefctt 
to DivuLSE -ttVi* IHfc*M«tioN, 
AS   i4 MiCUt  C<>MPRoM«Sfc   OUR 
oOBHH  iH W6 Pi6U. 
*X)R SWIM* GCUHTEHMKt 
SUGGESTS A WER\TAG£ 
UHVJSVJNJ-1  RXCJA >H 
SPECVES DWERSlVC 
I 
/ I  UHDERSTMW) W TESTS ARE 
I    POPUUR REKDMG. «K TVfc 
V    TEACHERS' VOJHSE. 
la. 
THAT MIS WOfcTU 
25 CENTS 
VW IS IT THAT I ON RKAU. 
Ik CKMIEITE M> JINGLE FROM 
2S 1EMJS AGO. BUT I CANT 
REMEMBER VWAT I JVJST 
GOT UP TO DO? 
The party had been going splendidly — and 
then Tantor saw the Ivory keyboard. 
OUTER BOUNDS/CV Grebb 
"Well, I'd recommend either the chicken-fried steak 
or maybe the seafood platter. But look — I gotta be 
honest with ya — nothln" we serve is exactly 
what I'd call food for the gods." 
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WALK TO CAMPUS 
2,3,4, and 5 BR APTS / HOMES 
FULLY FURNISHED 
5 MINUTE WMJL TO CAMPUS 
Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information. 8:00 A.M.-10:00 P.M. 434-3509 
"Love is of God" 
I John 4:7 
THIS B A PAID ADVERTISEMENT 
SKI 
SpringBreak  94 
Collegiate Skiffeek 
Mont Sutton 
Canada 
55 Slopes s.  Glades 
9 Lifts,   3,125 Ft. 
10 milem   from  VT  border 
March 6-11 
onlj 
$19$ 
*5 Day Lift Ticket 
*5 Nights Lodging 
(Mountaiumide Condom) 
*5 Days Activities 
1   -800-848-9545 
BECOMEA 
ROAD SCHOLAR 
IN YOUR 
SPARE TIME. 
One Motorcycle RiderCourse will 
make you a better, safer rider. And 
riding will become more fun. 
Call 1-800-447-4700 for the l" 
best education on the streets.i 
WINOMISIKni 
4 44444444444444444444444444 4-¥TY 
Counseling and Student Development Center 
SUPPORT AND THERAPY GROUPS 
The Counseling and Student Development 
Center is offering the following groups this 
semester. All group* are available to full- 
time JMU undergraduate and graduate 
students. These groups are usually limited 
to 8 members on a first come basis. All 
group involvement is confidential. 
GENERAL THERAPY This group is offered 
to students dealing with issues, concerns, or 
problems related to various life 
circumstances. Development of personal 
identity, relationship issues, self-esteem, and 
emotional support are examples of issues 
appropriate for this group. 
STUDENTS IN RECOVERY-This group is 
open to students involved in any type of 
recovery process. This group will include 
alcoholics and addicts, overeater and others 
with similar compulsive behavior. 
RAPE/SEXUAL ASSAULT RECOVERY- 
This group is offered to students who are in 
various stages of recovery from rape/sexual 
assault trauma. It provides a supportive 
environment for the survivors of sexual 
assault. 
CUE-CONTROLLED RELAXATION -This 
structured group teaches the technique of 
cue-controlled relaxation, a progressive 
muscular relaxation strategy for managing 
anxiety and stress. 
LESBIAN, GAY, AND BISEXUAL 
SUPPORT GROUP-This educational / 
support group allows students the 
opportunity to explore and share issues and 
concerns of lesbian, gay, and bisexual 
persons. the group also provides an 
opportunity to increase self acceptance and 
respect. 
RELATIONSHIPS: COMMUNICATION, 
INTIMACY, AND INDEPENDENCE-This 
group explores what makes relationships 
work and what sabotages them. It looks at 
intimacy, independence and co-dependency 
issues. Different ways of communicating in 
relationships are practiced. This group is 
open to couples and singles. 
EDUCATIONAL SKTLLS-This group offers 
students a variety of experiences to enhance 
learning skills, academic performance, and 
time    management    efficiency. The 
group/workshops concentrate on some of the 
following areas: taking effective lecture 
notes, how to read a textbook chapter and 
preparing for and taking exams. 
EATING DISORDERS-This group is offered 
to students who are in various stages of 
preoccupation with food and thinness 
(diagnosis of Anorexia Nervosa or Bulimia 
Nervosa). The group will provide an 
opportunity to discuss issues related to eating 
and thinness,interpersonal relationships, 
developmental, and psychosocial issues. 
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS-This 
group is offered to graduate students and 
older undergraduate students and focuses on 
developmental issues specific to these 
individuals. Relationship issues (including 
separation & divorce), career and 
professional concerns and family issues are 
a few of the areas covered in this group. 
SELF-ESTEEM-This group will focus on 
dealing with issues related to self-esteem, 
self-empowerment, and self-awareness. This 
group will utilize traditional group methods 
as well as lectures and some homework for 
those involved. 
AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN'S 
SUPPORT GROUP-This group is designed 
for African American women to assist them 
with issues related to being an African 
American woman on a predominantly white 
campus. It is a support group that utilizes 
therapeutic techniques. 
For more information, or to join one of these 
groups, contact the Counseling & Student 
Development Center at 568-6552 or stop by 
200 Alumnae Hall. 
is 
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Classifieds 
FOR REN I 
 i tor MM - tiTMiM. Cal Seolt 
439-9006. 
Seeking l.met* lot spring 
"'feat***   P'le* negotiable. Ashby 
cjp>mi.c«i5et-i44o. 
aW, Ml Camaaal St - Wl» b* 
bto June 1.1994. Cal 433-9047. 
Csltag. Station - 4 M lownhousee. 
Futty furnMhed. Dorothy or Jim. 432- 
0541. Cawworw—Ml Rsety. 434-2977. 
Unlverelty Place - 1 or 4 BR unit*. 
Fiarahhi. or ureumahed. Wetar9 eewor 
Included. Dorothy or Jim. 432-9541; 
Cornmorawjatn Realty. 434-2977. 
m. View Drive liwnhMM - 5 BH, 
furnished; walking dietanoe; Irom 
$195/mo.; 1 yaar lees* (9VB4-«r96); W/D; 
(703)4or>aoai. 
on 
No 
1 SR BB«. - Available August 1 
Dutohmi Court. (Mat, nioa, 4 otocfcs. 
smoking/parties, on* yaar leas*. 434- 
2100 
ii ■ 
Augu*t 1 - 3 BR duplai on Pot 
Rapubio Road. W/D. MVV, DW. quiai. 
mo*, anargy efficient, (4KVIaaaa. 434 
2100  
Hauaaa lar rant - 2 on Mason St.; 
teartwma. Unhajralty Court 433-2129 
Cantral Ave. - Aoroaa from hoapkai. 9 
BR. 2 1/2 bath. 2 kjtohene. laundry. 12 
rna. Mass. Jur»1.919f30Mto. 4335110 
Unlverelty Place -4 BR. 5179/BR. 
Furnished. 438-3979. leave meosagi 
417 South Meesft - 1, 2. 3 BR apta. 
432-3979,1 
iil/Urlm^a 
434-1947 or 
1 BRApt. $250 par month 
2 BR Apt $M0 par month 
or $17» par parson 
3 BRApt. $450 par month 
or $150 per parson 
4 BRApt. 9900 par month 
Several Houaaa. 
AM apta, rtawr Cantrael Bridge. 
On»Q«ttl9el9999tlD»lBl9Bll 
Owr 
toJatU. 
Ilf%tof>9pl ra. 
The good aparlmarits go ftrsl 
eo came by and aaa ual 
199 W. Wart* - 7 BR house. W0, 2 
baths, 2 Ushan*. Jun* Mess. 492-3979, 
• lor Mum oat 
Trt« Commons 
Apartment's 
Ranting 4 BR/2 bath apt*. 
LOOUflfJ ID** MftyM m QfOUfM 
to rant for'94--»5. 
Can Tha Common* at 
432-0400 
Roam cl*a* 19 carnpu* - Available 
.pnno/summor. Cat Ooyid. 432-9306. 
Hunter's Ridge - 4 BR. unlurnithad. 
9145. Leave message. (703)979-5395. 
Nag* H**d, NC - Q*t your group 
together early. Two ralativaly naw 
houses; tuty furnished; WO. DW. central 
A/C; ■nailabli May 1 - August 31; si—ps 
7 - 91900/mo.; sleeps 9 - 92000/mo. 
(804UJ60-1S32. 
Laat chance lor aublet at Athby 
Creating - Move In now. Rent 
iwgptiobte. Cal today. 434-4332. 
College Station - 4 SR tosrnhouee, 
fuUyfurniehed. August 1. 434-3397 or 
HELP WANTED 
OrgaaM tor St. Stephen* Church - 
Part-time. Alao. soloist lor apecial 
services. P1*ai* oal Jama* MoHome. 
433-1933. 
Bam aura monayl National non-prof it 
•tudant organization aeeka gradual* 
students lor immediate on-oamput 
distribution of Inlormation about it* 
product! and aartrio**. For more info. 
oal (202)647-4a20. 
Typlat - Accurate, reeeonable, 
computer/typewriter, ruah job*. 434- 
49477 p*g« or 5990774. 
Fuad ralur - We're looking for a top 
•tudent organii Wion that would Mi* to 
make 5500-51.500 for a marketing 
promotion   right  on  campua.  Call ta (900)582-; 2121.1311. 
WANTED 
I - ArBat tor — aaliiMng. Cal 
.7443, eak tor Mas. 
SERVICES 
■ 
Piercing Exquisite 
tZMOOC aWKiy W VHIaBlly 
Hygtntc » Prohttlonml 
By Appointment Only 
Anna    B (703)433-49M 
PERSONALS 
SPRING BREAK 
Spring Break Bahama* Party Crukwl 
six day*, 52791 Trip kiclud** etui** 4 
room. 12 meal* IHIIM pertieel Huftyt 
Ttw>waeol0ull(6Ou»79-S396 
Sprina Breakl Cancun 9 Jamaica I Fry 
out of Richmond and epand eight day* 
on th* b**chl W* have th* beat trips 4 
priceel Indudaa air 4 hotel 4 parties Iron 
$4491 (900)9794396 
Spring Breakl Panama Cttyt eight dayt 
ooeanview room with kitchen. $1191 
We* to beet bar»l Indudaa Iree diacoont 
card, aave 950 on cover chargesl 
(900)6794399 
Tan - Buy 5, gat 9 free! Bodywrap. buy imn 
one, aacond on* 1/2 price (Two people siai 
c*norjn»log*trw^Lito*lyla, 4334620. 306 
BartaVa iww Spring Break hiwp.wl 
Cocoa Bear* 9 Key Weetl Mora upaoak) 
than Panama Crty/Deytonal Great 
baaoh** 9 nightlife! eight day* in 27- 
aore Cocoa beachfront resort. $1591 Kay 
Waal, 92491 (900)679096 
Spring Break 14 - Cancun. Bahama*. 
Jamane. Fionas 6 Padrel 110% towwt 
prio* auwantoaf Organae 15 friends 4 
your trip ia free! Take A Break Student 
Travel (600)329-7253.  
Last Chancel Spring Break! Jamaica. 
Cancun from $4291 Loweat price* 
guana-***, Florida. S. Padral Ask how. 
Travel Iraal Sun Splash, (900)429-7710. 
Attantien taring Braakeral Oonl miaa 
outl Panama dry. $119; Dayton*. 9129; 
K*y W*at, 9279; Bahama*. 9399; 
JemaJcWCancun, $499-, S. Padre, 9239. 
Quality accommodation*. (900)234- 
7007. 
Ski - Spring Break 94 lrHeroolleg>«a 
SW Week*, only 9209. Includes: 5 day lit 
ticket/5 nights lodging (luxury oondo)/ 5 
day* intercolUjoiat* actrvrues. Sponsors 
include Motoon 9 Mt. Orlord. Canada 
(just asroas the Vermont border). Group 
loader discount*. Call Ski Travel 
Unemeed. (600)«eu-SKI-9. 
RA Jobs for n«xt year! 
Want to ba an RA for'g^-'SS? 
Coma lo one of I hasa 
mformation maalinya: 
Fabruary 1 at 1 fJO pm 
McOrawLong 
4\6rjmEagtoO-13 
■     February 2 at 1:30 pm 
Huffman      **     -- 
A 6pm Cleveland 
February 3 at 1:30 pm 
Taylor 402 
A 6 pm Huffman 
Everything you need to knew about 
Irving off-campusl Coma to one of the 
lea** workshops to asm moral 
Attention! ODK Leaderehip Honor 
Society application* are available in 
Alumnae Hall. Requirement* are: 3.0 
GPA. 60 credit hour* completed. 9 
leadership aaperieiiuo. Applications due 
f:*bruary4al5pm.Apprytoaayl 
Taa ear* lea eaee - So do k right 
Hunksrs Ridge 
Escape la Tha Country Placa -40 m. 
NW of JMU. 2 BR chalet, fireplace, 
osck.Bki* Ridge view*, modem kitchen 
4 bath. Near Shanandoah River. 
5225/weokend. (703)743-4007. 
evenings. 
Intramural Wairyberl entriee do** 2/1 - 
n up in Intramural* Office. Warren 
——CXICE  
Campua Assault Response 
HalpMne is looking for 
volunteers! Interest meeting, 
Wonwt'i Resource Cantor, 
Fab. 9 at 7:30 pm, 
basement of Logan Hall. 
Racquetaall Clink - All skill Isvel* 
**looms. Entries doss 2/9. Sign up in 
Intramural* Ofhoe. Warren 300. 
Does your mem knew where you areT *  
Hurasniradge 
Tha Commons Apertmenta - Looking 
for single* 9 group*. Cat 432-0600. 
"Faculty/Staff Family Fun Day" - 
Coma tor a day d free, tun activities for 
the entire family. Entries doss 2/9. Sign 
up in idiamurasi Office, Warrsn 300. 
Adoption - Loving atmosphere. Happy 
home. We want lo adopt a child to 
complete out family. Let ua help you 
during this important time. Call Jay A 
Judi. (904)359-0966, co- 
Vakwitlns's Day I* almost here! Get 
creetrvel NC sponsor* Creariv* Owing. 
February 10,7pm. Highlands Room. 
Altonlkwi transfer* - JumpSten ha* 
th* info you need on study skil* at JMUI 
Canter for Off-Campua Living, first floor 
Taylor Hal, Tuesday. 7pm 
Country Dancing A Instruction 
Thursday 9:30 pm 
DJ A Dancing 
Friday A Saturday 
NO COVER 
Claybome's 
221 Unlvarslty Blvd. 
Msn'a Rugby Clubl Organizational 
iiisdsig lor returning player* on Monday, 
Jan. 3 "« 9 pm.. Room 304 Taylor Hall. 
I Need we aay more? 10 month 
Hunter's Ridge 
February Lease Workshops 
Fab. 2 at 7 pm 
Chappelear Hall 
r9o. 7 att Noon 
Cantor tor Off-Campua Living 
Feb.9at7pm 
Fredrikson Hall 
F*b.16at7pm 
Cleveland Hall 
Fw). 28 art Noon 
Cantor tor Off-Campua Living 
Weieome home Krleten 9 Heather - 
£K missed you 9 we're happy to see 
your smiling lace* again! 
"Tha Art of Stretching" 
Learn how lo uss proper 
at retching aa a ma ana of 
relaxation a Incrsassd 
flexibility. 
Monday, Jan. 31 
at7pm 
In Godwin 20S. 
Are yeu a etudent leaking for a 
rewarding job on campus' The Center 
for Service-Learning ia now hiring 
program assistant* lor th* 1994-1995 
eoadwnio yew. Apphcatons ava>iac4* at 
the CS-L. 206 Taylor Had. Cal the CS-L 
at 19399 for more details. Deadline is 
Fabruary 1.1994. 
ANar Hve Spring Break - Coma rTSsfce 
a difference) There are still spaces 
•vailable for the Spring Break trip to 
Homestead. Fla.. with CSL, PCM 4 
Habitat for Humanity. Come help with 
Hurricane Andrew Relief 9 construction 
of new horn**. Only $125 (food. 
transportation 4 bdging). Carl tha CSL at 
.6366 for more into or atop by Taylor 
205. 
I mer-Hel Council 
"Hugs B Khieaa 
from e fsvcsvt Admirer 
Let that epedel eomeone know they 
have ■ Valentine admirer with a 
personal note 9 chocolaw Huge 9 
tussee. IHC will be taking order* from 
11 -1 tomorrow 9 Wednesday 
enthsWCCpatls. 
Congrats to our now exec 9 MO'a - DC 
thinks you're greatl 
Have an opinion? 
Applications to become 
a Breeze opinion 
columnist or editorial 
cartoonist are due by 
Feb. 7 at 5 p.m. Send a 
cover letter and three 
pieces of your published 
or unpublished work to 
The Breeze opinion 
editor, Anthony-Seeger 
Hall. 
SS5 **• wSSBS. 
Save th* tree: 
Save the farmland. 
Save the children. 
Save the 
plastic. 
Recycle. 
Classifieds may be purchased until Tuesday at noon for Thursday's 
issue and Friday at noon for Monday's issue.  You must pay at the 
time you place the ad. Prices range from $2.50 for the first 10 
words and goes up from there at the cost of $2 for each additional 
10 words. Also, you may buy a one-inch block ad for only $10. 
Call Sandra for more information at X6127. 
-X.J._J..JJU wess-anwiui.   . 
& 
r^s^ 
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ONCE AGAIN, WE'RE TRYING 70gUTT£ft YOU UP! 
Containers Of Garlic Butter Are Now Available With Every Domino's Pizza! 
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SUPER SUBS! 
PHILLY CHEESE STEAK 
Marinated Steak, Onions, Green Peppers & Provotone Cheese 
"ZZESTY' MEATBALL & CHEESE 
Meatbaat, Onions, Provotone Cheese, Pizza Sauce « Raaan Seasonng 
"ZZESTY" ITALIAN 
S«mrP«ppoo(ir*n,coois, rrovo«ntOKtse,L«njce,ionwo,«i«ns«»offi5,oi»wej« 
BACON CLUB 
lurkey, Ham, Bacon, Provotone Cheese, onions, Lettuce, lomato, u* a vnegar 
VEGGIE MELT 
Oniora, Green Peppers, (Awrooms, Lettuce, lomato, Provolone Cheese, C* I Vnejar 
433-2300 
JMU Campus / S. Main St 
FREE GARLIC BUTTERf 
$6." URGE 
ONE 15" LARGE 
ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
SUPER SUBS! 
ROAST BEEF & CHEDD 
Lean Roast Beef, Cheddar Cheese, Lettuce & Tomato on a Buttered Rofl 
B- L- T 
Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato on a Buttered Roll 
TURKEY & CHEESE 
Steed lurkey, provotone Cheese, Oriont, Lettuce, Tomato, CM * Vnejar 
HAM & CHEESE 
SKcd Ham, Provotone Cheese, oraons, Lettuce, lomato, us it vnejar 
PIZZA SUB 
THREE Of Your Favcnte Pun Toppnjs, Prcvaone Cheest, Pins Sauce, Ulan Seasonng 
433-3111 
Port Rd / Market St 
^N€W 
SUB MEAL 
rail 
ORIGINAL or CRISPY-THIN 
Order Your Favorite 12" Super Sub, 
Chips & a Coke For Just *5»"! 
-*mn 
MEDIUM DOUBLES^ CHEEZZTICKS )p(PIZZA PANIC 
TWO MEDIUM 
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS 
$0 99 
Original or CRISPY-THIN 
16 CHEEZZTICKS 
w/sauce! 
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING 
PIZZA &Er^Wistybrcad! 
UtOMJ -^iSOSJ —*SUB5) or CRISPY-THIN 
